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Introduction

This report comprises translations of three papers by Max Margules

on atmospheric oscillations, namely

"Luftbewegungen in einer rotierenden Spharoidschale bei

zonaler Druckverteilung," Sitz.-Ber. kaiserl. Akad. Wissensch.

Wien, Math.-Nat. C1., Abt. IIa, vol. 101, 597-626; 1892.

"Luftbewegungen in einer rotierenden Spharoidschale

(II. Theil), Ibid., vol. 102, 11-56, 1893 (Mit 6 Tafeln).

"Luftbewegungen in einer rotierenden Spharoidschale

(III. Theil)," Ibid., vol. 102, 1369-1421; 1893 (Mit 2 Tafeln).

An English translation of Margules' somewhat earlier paper, "Uber

die Schwingungen periodisch erwarmter Luft," Ibid., vol. 99, 205-227;

1890, which also deals with large-scale atmospheric oscillations,

especially with the diurnal and semidiurnal barometric variations, has

been given in "The Mechanics of the Earth's Atmosphere" by Cleveland Abbe

(Smithsonian Miscell. Coll. no. 843, 1893).

In the translation, I have followed the original as closely as

possible without distorting the meaning or impairing the readability.

To facilitate comparisons between the original German and the translation

the page numbers of the original German text are here indicated in the

margins.

The mathematical symbols used by Margules, although quite different

from present usage, have been retained here. Special attention must be

called to the meaning of the terms "first, second, etc. class" which in

Margules' papers (the German word "Classe") and here refers to the zonal

wave numbers. The two types of solutions of Laplace's tidal equation,
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usually referred to as oscillations of the first class and second class,

or as gravitational and rotational oscillations will here be called

oscillations or waves "of the first and second kind" (as a translation

of the German "Wellen erster und zweiter Art" used by Margules).

I did not consider it necessary to check the mathematical derivations

and numerical calculations of Margules' work. However, a few obvious mis-

prints noted in the original publication have been corrected here. Also,

some corrections to Part II of the original, given by Margules at the

end of Part III, have been made directly in the text of the translation.

Brief accounts of Margules' work on atmospheric oscillations have

been given in two German text books on Dynamic Meteorology, namely those

by F. M. Exner (2nd ed., 1925), and by H. Koschmieder (3rd ed., 1951).

H. Lettau has used Margules' method to compute and discuss a 36-daily

wave in the air pressure described by L. Weickmann and collaborators

(Veroff. Geophys. Inst. Leipzig, 2nd ser., vol. 5, 2, 1931). Very brief

references to Margules' researches on atmospheric oscillations are also

found elsewhere, for instance in Humphreys' "Physics of the Air," Lamb's

"Hydrodynamics," and Chapman and Lindzen's "Atmospheric Tides."

Thus Margulesv work on atmospheric oscillations has received much

less attention than his papers on atmospheric energy. This may at least

partly be due to the appearance of Hough's papers on the integration of

Laplace's tidal equation (Phil. Transact. Roy. Soc. Lond., Ser. A, vol.

189, 1897; vol. 194, 1898), only a few years after the publication of

Margules' papers. Hough showed how the solutions of Laplace's tidal

equation, now called Hough functions, may be expressed by series of

Legendre functions, thereby improving the convergence of the series in
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comparison to the earlier representations by means of power series of

trigonometric functions of the colatitude given first by Laplace.

Margules in his studies of atmospheric oscillations had assumed,

following the example of Laplace, that the temperature stratification of

the atmosphere is isothermal, and that its changes of state obey an iso-

thermal law. Such an atmosphere is autobarotropic in V. Bjerknes' termi-

nology. The simplest example of an autobarotropic fluid is, of course,

a homogeneous and incompressible medium; another example is an atmosphere

with adiabatic lapse rate of temperature and adiabatic changes of state.

The equivalent depth of such an atmosphere is equal to the scale height

at the ground (V. Bjerknes, Geofys. Publ. vol. 3, no. 3, 1923). Since

Margules generally assumes 273°K for the temperature, the equivalent depth

is 7995 m in his examples.

To introduce a mathematically simple dissipative term into the equa-

tions Margules assumes a frictional force proportional to the velocity

("Rayleigh" or "Guldberg-Mohn" friction). This assumption makes the

calculations more difficult than in the case without friction. It is

doubtful how much is gained by this addition since this frictional model

seems to be overly simplified. Nevertheless, the effects of some kind of

frictional dissipation on the large-scale atmospheric oscillations should

be of some interest even today.

Special thanks are due to the Austrian Academy of Sciences and to

Prof. F. Steinhauser for permitting the publication of the translations of

these three important papers which first appeared in the Transactions

of the Academy.

Bernhard Haurwitz

October 1980
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AIR MOTIONS IN A ROTATING SPHEROIDAL SHELL

WITH ZONAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

by

Max Margules

Vol. 101, 597-626

If the earth's surface were completely uniform and covered with an 597

air layer of very small depth this layer would be at rest relative to

the earth if the pressure is constant. If one assumes that a narrow

zone acquires lower or higher pressure, and if one wishes to compute

the resulting motion and pressure changes he finds that the solution

depends on that of a more general problem: To determine the pressure and

velocity in a rotating spheroidal atmospheric shell of constant temperature

for any time, provided that pressure and velocity are given as zonal

functions at an arbitrary time.

Lord Rayleigh has shown in an analogous investigation for air in a

non-rotating spherical shell that in a system without friction the motion

consists of a series of standing vibrations. The extension of the

computation to a model with friction proportional to the velocity

(one should in this case always visualize an air layer of very small
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thickness) is easily effected. No matter what the zonal initial conditions

are like the motion is composed of damped standing vibrations and of

non-periodic decaying motions.

If the sphere is at rest only the meridional velocity needs to be

598 considered in our case. A zonal motion - if it also existed - would not

change the pressure distribution since the velocities are assumed to be

so small that the quadratic terms drop out of the equations of motion.

It is different with the rotating spheroid. Although here too

the squares of the relative velocity are neglected compared to the linear

terms, the products of the earth's velocity and the relative air velocity

must be retained; these terms express the deflection of the motion by the

earth's rotation. Thus the zonal component of the relative motion

acquires a great influence on the pressure distribution.

The terms arising because of the rotation make the calculation

more complicated, and it would hardly be possible to carry it out without

the guidance of the method introduced by Laplace-for the tidal problem.

This method turns out to be very successful for aerodynamic problems

of the present kind. Thus functions may be found which have the same

significance for motions on the rotating spheroid as spherical harmonics

for motions on a sphere at rest.

In the non-viscid system of a rotating spheroidal atmospheric shell

every motion derived from zonal initial conditions is composed of standing

vibrations and stationary motions along latitude circles. If one

introduces friction one has damped vibrations and decaying motions in

orbits similar to spirals. The latter extend from regions of higher to

regions of lower pressure.
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In the usual and necessarily very incomplete treatment of

meteorological problems only those motions are considered which-are

connected with the pressure gradient. For these motions Buys-Ballot's

rule holds: If one turns his back to the wind he has the area of lowest

pressure in the Northern Hemisphere to his left, in the Southern Hemisphere

to his right. This rule is a simple consequence of the deflection of

motion by the earth's rotation, but only if the velocity component in

the direction of the decreasing pressure has the positive sign. If the

motion were partially directed from lower to higher pressure the rule 599

would have to be modified.

A priori it is probable that motions against the direction of

decreasing pressure do occur and that the motion initiated by pressure

differences does not stop simultaneously with the disappearance of the

pressure gradient, but continues in the same direction because of inertia.

Thus a location, which had low pressure to begin with, would acquire

high pressure, and thus oscillations would be produced. But these could

not follow Buys-Ballot's rule.

In reality one finds Buys-Ballot's law on the earth confirmed in

the largest number of cases, and it is considered so well established

that the rare exceptions are attributed to the imperfections or uncertainties

of the observations.

The conditions in an atmosphere of considerable height rather-than

in a very thin atmospheric shell may increase the probability that the

rule holds; but there too oscillations do not seem entirely excluded.

The reason for the almost universal confirmation of Buys-Ballot's

rule may be that the friction in the atmosphere must be assumed very large.
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In the last section of the following calculations it will be shown

that oscillations which occur at the same time as "filling motions" decay

much faster than the latter. Thus these non-oscillatory motions which

follow Buys-Ballot's rule soon mask such oscillations completely.

1. Standing Oscillations of the Air in a Non-rotating Spherical Shell

*
During acoustical investigations Lord Rayleigh has computed the

air motion in a thin spherical shell. Because of the connection with

600 the following problems I shall repeat this calculation here briefly, but

only for zonal initial conditions.

If zonal pressure differences are produced somehow, and if the air

is then left to itself a motion in meridional direction towards lower

pressure will result first; but in a non-viscid system the motion will

continue even when the pressure differences have been obliterated thus

producing a pressure gradient in the opposite direction. The motion will

consist of a series of standing oscillations regardless of the original

form of the zonal pressure distribution.

S radius of the spherical shell, p0 pressure at rest at the constant

(absolute) temperature T and the density p , p 0 R p0 T; R a constant

2 2
which has the value 287 m /(sec degree).

pO (1 + a) pressure of the moving air, t time, o pole distance,

b meridional velocity (in the direction of increasing o).

With the assumption that the terms of second order in the velocity

The Theory of Sound, Vol. 2, Chap. 18.
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may be neglected the equations of motion are obtainedmay be neglected the equations of motion are obtained

RT s b ^ 3 + 1 - (b sin )
S aw at ' t S sin w aw

These equations can be satisfied by the expressions

b = (to) cos nt, £ = E (w) sin nt, j
RT dE
nS do

so that only the equation

1 d dE \
sin ) do \ dsin

2S2+ n S
RT

needs to be solved.

Solutions of this equation are:

=0

with= 1

= cosC

3 2 1
2 (cos

5 3 3
3 = (cos - - coso)

with nlS1

n2S2

n3S

with

with

601

=0

= /1.2 RT

= 2.3 RT

= / 3.4 RT

In general E. = P.(w) with n. =
J 3 3

vj(j+l) RT where P.
J
denotes the zonal S

spherical surface harmonic of order j.

Compare "Uber die Schwingungen periodisch erwarmter Luft." These Sitz.-ber.

_99, Ia (1890) p. 204. (Translated by C. Abbe in Smithson. Misc. Coll. 843,
1891.)

Factor S omitted by Margules. Transl.
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E belongs to the state of rest, each of the following E to a standing
0

oscillation. T. = 2ff/n. is the corresponding period.

E1: The pressure extremes are at a certain time at the poles. After

the time T the pressure is uniform over the whole sphere; after - T the

pressure extremes are reversed, and so on.

E2: The nodes are at the poles and the equator, so that the two

poles have the highest pressure when the lowest pressure prevails at the

equator. The other E belong to oscillations with four, five, and more nodes.

For all E with even index the equator is a nodal line. Pressure and

velocity in the Southern Hemisphere are the mirror image of those in the

Northern Hemisphere. The E with odd index belong to motions which extend

over the equator where the b in a southern latitude circle has the same

magnitude and direction as the b at the same northerly latitude while E has

the same magnitude and different sign on both parallels.

£ = EC.E.(w) sin (n t + 6.), b = EC. (X) cos (n t + 6.) (4)

is a general solution of (1) with two sets of arbitrary constants C, 6.

which are determined from the initial conditions for £ and b

according to a well known procedure. Thus pressure and velocity are

given for all subsequent times. In this calculation and subsequently it

602 is assumed that the equation of continuity is satisfied everywhere so that

air is neither added to nor taken away from the shell.
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2. Standing Oscillations and Stationary Motions of the Air in a

Rotating Spherical Shell

To determine the relative motions of the air in a rotating shell,

when the initial state is given by zonal functions, will be much more

difficult than the analogous calculation for the non-rotating shell.

Because of the deflection of the motions the zonal component c of the

relative motion does now appear.

If v denotes the angular velocity of the shell (duration of rotation

one day, v = 27T/(day)] and if v is assumed positive for a rotation directed

eastward e will also be counted positive if it is directed eastwards.

Otherwise the notations of the previous section remain unchanged.

If the spheroid is an equilibrium figure with respect to gravitation

and centrifugal force, and if it deviates only little from the spherical

shape, the following equations hold for the air motion in the spherical

shell (under conditions of zonal symmetry):

RT Dc = b b
S A = at- -r 2 v cos w c

0 = - + 2 V cos o b (5)

0 = 3c i 1 a (b sin o)
3t S sin o u o)

After elimination of c and c

+2b 2 2 RT a a(b sin) (6)+ 4 cos wob = 0 (6)2 2 ~ow sin o3 a wo
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The following expressions are some of the simplest forms of standing

oscillations:

b = (w) cos nt , c = (w) * sin nt , £ = E(w) sin nt

2v 1E d (lsin w)- cosC* , E =- -
- n nS sin e de

(7)

One obtains instead of (6)

d d ( sin w) 2 K 4 v2S2 2 1d d( sini d ) + (Kp - K cos w) 0 = T0 K = ,P
dwe s ine da)we i- ' * (^ RT 5'- ,2J4v

(8)

If one substitutes in this equation q = sin o Za. cos j w one obtains

relations either between the even or the odd a. only.

We assume first

= 3 5= sin L(a1 cos e + a3 cos w + a5 cos + ... ) (9a)

The coefficients must satisfy the following system of equations:

2.3 (a3 - a) + Kpa = 0

4.5 (a5 - a3 ) + Kpa3 - Ka

6.7 (a7 - a) + Kpa5 - Ka3 =

0

0 i
(lOa)

(From this system one can also derive the solutions for the non-

22
rotating shell; for v = 0 K = 0; KP = n S /(RT) remains different from

zero. With a3, a5, ... = 0 it follows that a is arbitrary, nS = /2.3 RT.

8
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If a1 and a are left arbitrary and if the other a are put equal to zero

one finds that nS = /4.5 * RT and so on. A finite series of a belongs

to each value of n.)

For the rotating shell the solution will always appear in the form

of an infinite series. A system of equations similar to (lOa) has been

dealt with by Laplace in his calculation of the tidal problem. However, in

that case the period of the oscillations is given a priori (because one

deals with forced oscillations) and only the coefficients are to be

computed. On the other hand, in our case one coefficient, for instance al,

remains evidently undetermined; but the main problem is the computation 604

of the p, that is the period for a given K. Nevertheless the solution

is possible by the method used by Laplace.

All equations of the system (lOa), except the first one, are of the

form

(j + l)(j + 2)(aj+2 - aj) + Kpa. - Ka = 0j+2 j 1 j-2

Hence

a.
aJ -K

a.
ja2 (j + 1)(j + 2) - Kp - (j + 1)(j + 2) j+2

a.
J

Next one calculates an analogous fraction for a j+2/aj, similarly for

aj+4 /aj+2, and so on. Thus the ratio of two successive coefficients is

expressed by an infinite continued fraction. Thus we obtain first

3 -K |+ 4.5K + 6.7K I

a 4.5 - Kp 6.7 - K*p 8.9 - Kp

9



This is the value of a3/al, calculated from the second and the

following equations of the system (lOa) under the assumption that one

obtains with increasing j eventually vanishing values of aj+2/aj.

Now from the first equation (10a)

a3 2.3 - Kp
a1 2.3

and from the comparison of both values of a3 /a1 it follows that

0 = 2.3 + - K4 2.3 K+ 4.5 K 6.7 K (lla
0 4.5 - Kp 6.7 - K'p 8.9 - Kp (

The next step is to find the roots KP of this equation for given K.

They can be found by trial and error, but one can also devise an approxi-

mation method which works always. It will be developed later.

7605 With the assumption 27S = 4.10 m, 2Ti/v = 24.60.60 sec, R = 287,

T = 273° one obtains

22
K = 10.94

RT

K and p are pure numbers. The first root of (lla) with this value

of K is Kp = 10.25. Hence p = 0.9369, n = 2vp = 1.936 V. One finds

2 4 6b = al cos nt sin C cos w[l - 0.71 cos c + 0.20 cos w - 0.03 cos X + ... ]

2v 2 2c = -a 1 V sin nt sin w cos [1 - 0.71 cos + ...]

1 2 4 6 8c = n sin nt [1 5.12 cos w + 4.55 cos w - 1.64 cos w + 0.32 cos X

10
-0.05 cos co +...]

10



b and c are always zero at the poles and the equator. In general

b is in opposite directions on the Northern and Southern Hemisphere, c

has the same direction in both hemispheres, £ is equal at equal distances

north and south from the equator. The surface integral of c over the

hemisphere vanishes because of the last equation (7); the mean value of

the pressure is always the same as the pressure at the state of relative

rest.

It suffices to describe the motions in the Northern Hemisphere

( = 0 to 7/2) since those in the Southern Hemisphere are a mirror image.

t = 0: pressure constant, zonal velocity zero, meridional velocity

positive (southward). Thereafter the pressure decreases at the pole and

increases at the equator until the extreme values are attained at the time

t = 7/2n. In the meantime the meridional velocity component has decreased

to zero, the zonal velocity, directed westward, has increased to its

maximum value. Now b reverses, the northward motion begins while c remains

directed westward, but with decreasing intensity. At the time t =-7/n

the pressure over the hemisphere is again equalized, the absolute value of 606

b has its maximum, and c = 0. Now a pressure maximum begins to form at

the pole,- a pressure minimum at the equator. c is directed eastward,

b northward. t = 37/2n. The pressure difference has reached its largest

value. b = 0, c towards east.

During the last quarter of the period the pressure becomes uniform

again, b increases until it has attained its largest positive value, c

decreases to zero. Now the initial state is re-established, and the motion

is repeated in the same manner.

11



The direction of the zonal velocity is opposite toi that required

by Buys-Ballot's rule. Over the whole Northern Hemisphere westwind

prevails when the pressure minimum is at the equator, and eastwind if the

lowest pressure is at the pole.

The oscillation derived from the first root of (lla) has a similar

significance for the rotating shell as that denoted by E2 for the non-

rotating shell. The duration of the vibration is

.T -2 = 27w
2v /

Since 2X/v is one day it follows that in our case T = 0.5165 days. The

time required for the equalization of the largest pressure difference

between pole and equator is - T in a model without friction, that is not

much more than 3 hours (on a non-rotating sphere in the analogous case

4 hours).

A second root of the equation (lla) is (again for K = 10.94)

p = 2.3195, thus n = 1.523-2v, T = 0.3283 days. The solution belonging

to these values corresponds to the one denoted by E4 in the case of the

sphere at rest. Between the poles and the equator there are two additional

nodes in the vicinity of X0 = 50° and 7 - 50° such that the pressure minima

at the poles and the equator and the pressure maxima at 40° latitude

occurs simultaneously. The equalization of the pressure occurs in this

case within less than two hours whereafter it takes the same time for the

extremes to be exchanged, and so on.

607 A further, third root may be considered here. With the same K

p = 4.337 does also satisfy (lla). With this value n = 2.083*2v,
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T = 0.2400 days. Here one has in both hemispheres between the equator

and pole two additional nodes, in the Northern Hemisphere approximately

at w = 35° and 65°. At the time of largest pressure differences the

pressure at successive nodes changes from high and low to low and high

successively.

The following table contains the formulae for b, c, c which belong

to the first, second, and third solution of (lla), and the numerical

values for q, i, E when a 1= 1, computed from ten to ten degrees. If one

chooses another value for a, all coefficients, also (, i, E have to be

-1
multiplied with the new value of a1. The units for the velocity are m s.

E is a dimensionless number. To express the excess pressures in the usual

unit one has to calculate poE and to express the mean pressure p0 in this unit.

The sign changes of ( and i (II, III, p. 12) occur at those places

where E becomes a maximum or minimum.

b c= (() cos nt , c = lP(w) sin nt , £ E(w) sin nt

2 4
= sin w cos w[a 1 + a3 cos W + a5 cos GO +. . ],

2v
i$ = -- k cos W

n

2V 1 2 4
E n 2vS [al + 3(a 3 - a1) cos w + 5(a - a) cos + ... ]

2 2
4V2S -1

K = 4
-= 10.94 2VS = 925.8 m s

RT

13



a1 a a a7 a5 al3 7 .9 1l 13 a15

I = 0.9679 1 -0.7082 0.2018 -0.0320 0.0041 -0.0003

II - = 1.5230 1 -3.2287 1.4153 -0.2812 0.0330 -0.0026 0.0001
2v

III = 2.0826 1 -6.9087 10.0277 -3.1003 0.4559 -0.0421 0.0027 -0.0001
2v

a j0° 10 200 300 40° 50° 60° 70° 80o

(0 0.08 0.16 0.25 0.32 0.36 0.36 0.30 0.17

I ~ 0 -0.08 -0.16 -0.22 -0.25 -0.24 -0.19 -0.10 -0.03

10 E -1.04 -1.04 -1.04 -0.99 -0.82 -0.50 -0.02 0.51 0.95

608

( ¢0 -0.18 -0.30 -0.32 -0.23 -0.06 0.12 0.21 0.16-

II p 0 0.11 0.17 0.18 0.11 0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.02

3
10E 1.79 1.34 0.82 0.24 -0.38 -0.72 -0.64 -0.13 0.45

0 0.22 0.27 0.12 -0.09 -0.17 -0.06 0.10 0.14

III49 0 -0.10 -0.12 -0.05 0.03 0.05 0.02 -0.02 -0.01

103E -1.49 -1.10 -0.22 0.51 0.58 0.02 -0.49 -0.40 0.19

900

0.00

0.00

1.12

0.00

0.00

0.71

0.00

0.00

0.52



To compute the antisymmetric vibrations in the rotating shell we

let in (8)

2 c
( = sin w(a0 + a2 cos + a4 cos + .. ) (9b)

For the coefficients the following relations are found

1.2 (a - a0 ) + Kpa = 0

3.4 (a4 - a2) + Kpa - Ka = 0

5.6 (a6 - a 4 ) + Kpa 4 - Ka2 = 0

(lOb)

The further calculation is very similar to that for the even solutions.

The same equation as before holds for aj/a_2, but now with even j, and

it leads finally to the equation

0 = 1.2 -Kp + 3+56K1.2 K! 3.4 K .
0 = 1.2 - Kp + + + ...

3.4 - Kp 5.6 - Kp
(lib)

from which the roots p for a given K are to be found.

The first three roots are, if K = 10.94,

p = 0.3447, 1.567, 3.238;

the corresponding values of the period are

T = 0.8516, 0.3994, 0.2779 days

15



The first solution represents an oscillation with two.nodes, at the

poles, the second one with four, the third one with six nodes.

One can find an infinite number of symmetric and antisymmetric

solutions. Then a more general solution of (5) is obtained by combining

these solutions

b = Zc. j(a) ,cos (n.t + 6.)

2V
c = EC. - f .j() cos c sin(n.t + 6.) (12)

1 d(j. sin ao)
£ = -E C -- J sin (n.t + 6.)j n.S sin c dwo s

Each j. is a particular solution of (8). The constants c. and

6. are undetermined and can be chosen so that the initial conditions are

satisfied. However, there are three such conditions: for a given time

b, c, E can be postulated as functions of W. Two infinite series of

arbitrary constants are not enough to satisfy the three conditions.

Consequently the solution is not yet complete.

But the equations of motion (5) are also satisfied by the assumptions

b = 0 , c = Y(w) , an arbitrary function of wo

(13)

9a/ra = (2VS/RT) cos X T(co)

This solution can be added to that consisting of the standing

oscillations. Then it is possible to assume for the initial values of

16



b, c, £ three arbitrary functions of w and to determine the constants

C., 6. and the function V appropriately. Thus all subsequent states of
J J

motion are given. The procedure for the determination of the constants

would have to be designed after the model of Laplace's representation of

an arbitrary function by a series of spherical harmonics.

The last solution (13) represents a steady motion along parallels

of latitude and having a pressure distribution according to Buys-Ballot's

rule. In the Northern Hemisphere £ increases southwards if c is positive

(westwind), and in the Southern Hemisphere conditions are opposite.

17



3. Friction. Non-Rotating Spherical Shell

A very thin plane air layer between two parallel walls may move in

straight lines with a velocity u which is uniform for all parts. If it

is assumed that the pressure is constant and that no forces act on the

layer except friction which is proportional to the velocity then the

equation of motion is du/dt + ku = 0 and its integral u = Const e t

The frictional constant g is determined so that the velocity of the

straight line motion decreases in the time 1 to e of its initial

value.

Such an assumption concerning friction would only be acceptable

for the boundaries of the air layer, but not for the air layer itself,

no matter how thin. Nevertheless we use this assumption about the

friction here, but merely in order to see how the solutions are modified

if friction is allowed for at all.

The equations of motion for the air in the non-rotating shell are

now, with the assumption of friction proportional to the velocity, if we

denote with c the zonal velocity eastwards, with X the easterly longitude

measured from a fixed meridian.

RT _£ _ b RT cc _ k
S ~0) ~- t + S sin oX 3t

(14)

at S sin w [ 3X

One can try to satisfy these equations by

18
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b = e-Y t (w, X) ,

RT c
= - S(k - y) c

c = e Yt 4(w, X) , £ = eYt E(w,X )

)E RT aE
)3 ; = - S( - y) sin LaX

For the determination of E one has the equation

2

S sin X \ sin + 2 2 RT-
sin w x

This equation permits again an infinite number of particular solutions

which can be combined into a general solution. Each single integral

represents a decaying motion, either directly decaying, or oscillations with

decreasing amplitudes according as y is real or complex. If one lets

S2

Y( - Y) T = ( + 1)

j - 1, 2, 3 .... one has again in (16) the equation for spherical surface

harmonics and

Y 2 + -9 j(j + 1)RT (

To the equations represented by (15) we have to addTo the equations represented by (15) we have to add

b = e (wt X) c = e (, X) , £ = 0 (

b and T are connected only by the equation of continuity; one of the

(15)

16)

611

17)

15b)
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functions is arbitrary. With zonal conditions this motion is restricted

to one occurring in the parallels of latitude

b = 0, -tcc = e TY( )

The other equations are derived here without restriction to zonal

initial conditions. But they will be illustrated here only on one example

of zonal pressure distribution.

E = Const (- cos 2)

belongs to j = 2; pressure maximum at the equator, minima at the poles.

For a sphere of the size of the earth and dry air of temperature 273° -1

must be less than 4642 seconds if the filling of the minima is to occur

without oscillation. The friction would have to be so large that a

straight line motion as described above would have to decrease to l/e

of its original velocity within 1 hour 17 minutes or less time. In this

case the y are real.

A 2 6RT
1 2 4 2 9

Y-Y t
£ = (C e

RT ( 1 -Y1 tb = V _ -e +
s

Z 12 _RT

y2 2 4 S2
S

-Y 2 t 1 2
+ C2 e t) (+ - cos a)

C2 e Y2t
C - Y2 e 2 sin X cos w .
-2 e2

For smaller values of the frictional constant y becomes complex,

20
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Y =a + /- 1

r --
_ 6RT 2

6 = S2 4 2 = tan- 1 (

-£ = (e cos(t ) - cos 2c = (e cos(t + 6) 3- cos
E = (e COS W~~()

b = C e-t cos (3t + 6 - q) 2 sin w cos w

C and 6 are arbitrary constants, as C1 and C2 were earlier.

The limiting values of r are r7/2, frictionless motion (velocity

1
zero at the time of largest pressure difference) and p = 0 for - g * S =

2

/6RT. This limiting case forms the transition to the motions decaying

without oscillations which we shall call "filling motions."

21
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4. Friction. Filling Motions in the Rotating Shell

If the friction is assumed proportional to the relative air velocity

the equations of motion for the rotating spheroid shell are again in the

case of zonal initial conditions

RT a = -b -2 v cos w c + i * b
S dw) dt

c0 = - + 2 V cos w b + g · c
Dt (18)

aC + 1 (b sin w) 0 /
t S sin wow

If one finds c from the first equation, substitutes it into the second

equation, and eliminates c from the second and third equation it follows

that

-3b 2 2 2 2 b2

t 3 _ 2 
d t

at 3 a

If the meridional velocity is assumed in the form

b = e-Yt(w)

with Y = const, one has for the determination of ( the equation

dd ( sin w) + K'P + 0
dw sin wdw

4,j2S2 2]}
= z =Y -

[ - ¥ ' RT K- , 2V

(20)

(21)

22
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From the equations (18)

2v -e-t 1 -yt d(G sin ) (20)
c = -- ey e cos () = -T e - (20)

J - y ' ¥S sin wdw

The equation (21) is very similar to (8); we have merely -K'

instead of K, and -p' instead of p. For the case g = 0 one must let

Y = n/ - 1 to obtain the equations of the system without friction. As

in the preceding section we shall have to deal in part with filling

motions (y real), in part with decaying oscillations.

We can confine ourselves to the calculation of cases in which the

equator is node and symmetry plane because the calculation for the

asymmetric cases is entirely analogous.

If

3
( = sin w(al cos X + a3 cos 0X + ... ) (22)

the following relations exist between the constants according to (21):

2.3(a - al) + K'p'a = 0 , 4.5(a - a3) + p'a + Ka = 0 etc.

a. . K-_' ti _. (j + 1)(j + 2) K' _1
a.2 (j + l)(j + 2) - K'p (j + 3)(j + 4) - K'p

The further development is very much like that in the second section,

and the determination of the solutions depends firstly on a knowledge of

the roots of the equation
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oK =~, 2.3 K 2.3K' 4.5 K' (23)
= 23 -4.5 - K'p' - 6.7 - Kp' (23)

There, K was given and the appropriate p was to be determined. But here

the unknown y appears in K' and p'.

Again, an infinite number of p' belong to one K'. These p'

correspond to different types of motions, those with no, one, or more

nodes between equator and pole.

We shall first deal in detail with the first type which has no

pressure maximum or minimum between equator and pole. It is identified

by the assumption that for K' = 0 (shell at rest) the root K'p' = 6, hence

for very small K' such K'p' which do not differ much from (6).

To find the roots of (23) one can proceed as follows. Instead of

the continued fraction one takes only the first convergent and denotes by

(K'p'), the root of the equation

0 = 23 - K'p' _ 2.3 K-
4.5 - K'p'

(K 'p) 1 = 13 - /49 + 6K' .

(The sign of the last term is chosen according to the direction given

above; the positive sign would give K 'p = 20 = 4.5 for K' = 0 and belong

to the second type for which one node exists between the pole and equator.)

The smaller K', the smaller is the difference between the first

approximation and the true value of the root. A second approximation is

found with

4 5 K' I 6.7 K' - _
k1 = 45- 6.7 - (K'p')1 8.9 - (K'p')1 -

24



by solving the equation

(2.3 - K'p')(kl - K'p') - 2.3 K' 0

Thus

k +6 k 6 2

(Kp') -2 2 + 6K . 615

Then one forms k2 similarly as kl previously, and one finds the third

approximation (K'p')3 . Thus one continues until the difference between

two approximations is as small as desired.

When one has computed the roots K'p' for a series of K' a curve may

be drawn which represents these K'p' as functions of K', showing thus a

compilation of all K' possible in our case. In the following table the

roots taken from the curve are set in parenthesis.

Only K between 0 and 12.54 lead to filling motions of the type dealt

with here. All negative K' and those larger than 12.54 lead to negative p',

while according to (21) p' should be essentially positive.

Since K' and K are positive y and k - y must have the same sign.

One obtains for each K' one value each of k and y

y K_ K'
2v K / p 2v = + 1 / p

From the equations (18) and (20) it follows that

2 2 2
RT a £ ( - y) + 4v cos ) b
s aT w - Y
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for K = 10.94 for K = 10.94

K' K.P. K' K 'p'K ' .
9 /2v y/2v | /2V y/2v

-10.94 10.25 - - 50 3.759 1.26 0.40

0 6.000 0o 0.00 6.0 (3.27) 1.14 0.41

0.01 5.996 24.51 0.02 7.0 2.774 1.03 0.40

0.1 5.967 7.80 0.07 8.0 (2.26) 0.92 0.39

0.5 (5.78) 3.56 0.16 9.0 (1.80) 0.82 0.37

1.0 5.565 2.58 0.22 10.0 (1.30) 0.69 0.33

2.0 (5.19) 1.88 0.29 11.0 (0.81) 0.55 0.27

3.0 (4.63) 1.58 0.34 12.0 0.29 0.33 0.17

4.0 (4.19) 1.40 0.37 12.54 0.00 0.00 0.00

........... , ......



Z-y is always positive, the meridional velocity has the direction 616

of the pressure decrease. Further

c - 2v = tang (24)

§ is the angle which the direction of motion forms with the meridian.

If b is negative, the meridional velocity is directed northwards. Then

the lower pressure is also toward the north, c is positive,. that is,

directed eastward in the Northern Hemisphere, opposite in the Southern

Hemisphere. All filling motions agree with Buys-Ballot's rule.

tan g is proportional to the sine of the latitude, inversely

proportional to k - y. With smaller friction this difference becomes

smaller and the direction of motion approximates more and more the circles

of latitude.

In the limiting case k = 0 the motion becomes stationary and follows

thi latitude circles. This limiting case is included in equations (13)

for the non-viscid system.

The quantities y determine the time during which the pressure

differences decrease to a given fraction of the initial value. In our

case and in all other cases of filling motion very small values of y

belong to very large as well as to very small values of the frictional

constant. With large friction the pressure difference decreases slowly

because of the slow motion. With small friction the pressure difference

decreases also slowly because the direction of motion is nearly perpendicular

to the pressure gradient.
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It is to be noted that we have here particular integrals which

require for every value of the coefficient of friction a certain pressure

distribution and a certain ratio of the velocity components. The

general solution for arbitrary zonal initial conditions is made up of

a number of integrals of this kind and of those which represent

Oscillations with decreasing amplitudes.

The pressure distribution required for simple motion according to

(20) is closer to the type of the spherical harmonics - that is in the

2617 special case to the function const. (1-3 cos Cw) - the larger the friction

is assumed. For small g the pressure decrease in the vicinity of the

equator is smaller, at the pole much larger than according to the fore-

going function. This may be illustrated by the following two examples

which have been computed with the values

2TYS = 4.10 K = 10.94 [a1 = -1]

It will also be seen how the zonal component predominates if the friction

is small.

1) K' = 1 , K'p' = 5.565 , 2 = 2.575 , 2 = 0.216

-Y t~ 2 4
b = a e sin w cos w (1 + 0.072 cos2 w + 0.002 cos4 W + ... )

c = ~~ T- Y cos w b
2V

-¥ta e '
a1eYE 2 4 6c = y- (1 - 2. 784 cos w - 0.350 cos X - 0.014 cos w ... )

The factor should be -2v/(Zv- v)
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W 00 15 30 45 60 ° 75 ° 90 °

beY 0 -.267 -.457 -.518 -.441 -.252 0

Ytcet 0 .109 .168 .155 .093 .028 0

103 ce. t -10.76 -9.54 -6.47 -2.41 1.41 4.07 5.01

2) K' = 12, K'p' = 0.29, = 0.326, 0.171
2v 2V

~-Yt ~2 4 6b = a.QYt sin w cos a (1 + .953 cos w + .339 cos w + .064 cos 6

8
+ .008 cos ... )

-Yt

= - 1 (1 - 0.142 cos - 3.069 cos - 1.922 cos w
YS

8 10
- .511 cos - .077 cos ... )

a 00 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90°

Ytcet 0 3.480 4.662 3.566 1.754 .443 0

103 eYt -29.9 -24.1 -11.6 -0.7 4.7 6.2 6.3

A table for the first type of the symmetrical solutions with nodal

latitude circles was given on p. 26; I am giving here a similar table

for the first type of the antisymmetric solutions without nodal parallels

between pole and equator, that is, the first series of roots of the 618

equation

0 = 1.2 - K' - 1.2K 3.4 K (23b)
with the ap r3.4 - K'p' 5.6 - K' e opm

with the appropriate values of g and y. The remaining developments for

29
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for K = 10.94
for K -10.94

K K P .... v K K IKp

k/2, y/2/20 y/2v

-10.94 3.771 - - 3.0 1.355 0.86 0.18

0 2.000 o 0 4.0 1.118 0.72 0.19

0.01 1.998 14.14 0.01 5.0 0.870 0.61 0.19

0.1 1.980 4.49 0..04 6.0 0.607 0.49 0.17

0.5 1.899 2.04 10.09 7.0 0.330 0.36 0.14

1.0 1.795 1.46 0.12 8.128 0.000 0.00 0.00

2.0 1.580 1.05 0.16



the antisymmetrical integrals derived by the assumption

2
i = sin ) (a0 + a 2 cos ) + ... )

need not be repeated.
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6. Friction. Decaying Oscillations in the Rotating Shell

One may also attempt to satisfy the equations of motion (18) by

assuming the form (a and 3 constants)

b =

c =

£ =

e [cos Bt ·* 1 (w) + sin 3t t2())]

-OSt
e [cos Bt '* 1(w) + sin Pt 32(t)]

e [cos t E() + sin t E()
e [cos Bt gl( w) + sin Bt E2(W)]

Since the terms with cos 3t and with sin 3t separately must satisfy the

equations one obtains six relations from which ~1, i 2 and E1 , E2 are

eliminated.

[(a -a)2 + g2] i = - 2v cos w [( - ) 1 -2 ]

[(Q - )2 + 2 2 + 2] = - 2V cos c [SB1 + (g - c) (2

RT dE
S dw

RT dE2

S dw

2 2
4v cos w

(a - a) j I+ ga 2 + 4 V c 2 2 [(3 - a) B1 - 4 2]( - a) + 1

2 2
4v cos w

-BN) + (Z - a) q2 + 4 c2 2 [8 , + (k - a)I2]I - (k - a)2 + 1 2

Then the following simultaneous differential equations remain

d-c sin w dc) + (M + P cos w) 1 + (N - Qcos w) u 2 = 0

d d(t2 sin) 2 2
dw sin c dc + (M + P cos ) 2 - (N - Q cos c) 1 = 0

(26)

32
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where, for abbreviation,

2 2
M- = - + g KM =

2
4v

2 o~13 - tk!N = K2
4v

2 2

P = K

Q-= (~2 2

( -=2 2(A - ot) + S

The equations for 1 and ~2 would be very difficult to deal with if it

were not possible to assume y complex in the developments of the previous

section.

Then K' and p', as well as the coefficients of the series

3
( = sin w (al cos w + a3 cos + ... )

must also be complex. Letting

y = a+ Xi

(27)

(22)

(i = /-1)

one finds that

K = K P + iQ = Ueiu
- y

K iv
Y( - Y) 2 = K'' = M - iN = Ve

4v2 I (28)

where M, N, P, Q have the values shown in (27).

The calculation proceeds now in the following manner: With the

previously developed approximation method one finds for an arbitrarily

620
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chosen K' the appropriate K'p' which satisfies equation (23). Then one

has the four quantities U, V, u, v and thus also K, , a, 3. From (28)

it follows that

K (a + Bi) = U cos + i sin)

2v(e a- -1) 4 i (cos 2-v i sin u v) ;

further

, u + v
sin 2 1 2 V - u-v u+v

K = U a = sin cot
u-v 2 U 2 2

sin 2

(29)

21 ,sin4 u 1 v j . u-v v
sin -

2

Now a solution has been obtained; but this solution belongs to a special

pair of values K, ZO The calculation has to be carried out for a greater

number of arbitrarily assumed K' in order to find those K' which lead to

the given value of K and to positive Z.

As before the ratios of successive coefficients a. of equation (22)

are found by using continued fractions. The first a [a for the

symmetrical, a for the antisymmetrical solutions] remains undetermined.

Since it can in general be chosen as a complex quantity one has two

undetermined constants in the particular integral. If one puts

a = A, + i B.
-J J
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the system of the determining equations on p. 613 splits into two parts

2.3 (A3 - A1) +

4.5 (A5 - A3) +

2.3

4.5

(B3 - B1) +

(B5 - B3 ) +

MA 1 + NB1 = 0

MA3 + NB + PA

MB - NA =

MB - NA3 + PB3

- QB1 = 0

+ QA1 = 0

If one writes further for abbreviation

A = sin w Z A. cos c ,
J

A d(A sin co)
A' = dsin w dw

621

B = sin c Z B. cosi o

,B' d(B sin o)
sin =d sin w dw

one has, if y is complex, instead of the equations (20) the following as

a particular solution of the system (18).

b = e [cos 3t A + sin 3t B + i (cos Bt B - sin 3t A)]

--at2v cos o e
C = - _ 2 2

( - a) + 2

-ate-t
£ S 2 2 2

S(a + B )

cos Bt {(Q - o) A - B} /cos 3t{BA + (9 - a) B}

+sin 3t{3A + Q - a)B} -sin Bt{(Q - o) A - 3BB / (30)

"cos $t{aA' + $B'} i cos Bt{-3A' + aB'}

+sin t{-A'+B' -sin t' + 3B_+sin Bt{-~A'+oB'} -sin Bt{ocA' + ,BB'3
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The real part of b, c, c by itself represents a solution of the

equations (18), similarly the factors of i in the other part. However,

the second solution is not new; it is obtained from the first one if

one exchanges cos 3t with -sin St and sin 3t with cos 3t, or if one

replaces St by At + 2. A and B are identical with 1l and (2'

respectively, of the equations (26).

The extensive calculations required by the problem of decaying

oscillations will now be illustrated on two examples. We choose again

the first type of the symmetrical solutions where nodes are located only

at the equator and at the poles. In order to refer to the coefficients

more easily we write

b = e sin ) cos w {cos St (A1 + A3 cos 2 + ... )

+ sin 3t (B1 + B cos w + ... )

2 -at
4v e 2 2c = 4v 2 sin coscos {cos 5t (F1 + F3 cos w + ... )

( - a) + 1

2
sin 3t (G1 + G cos 2 + . )}

2 -at
c = 4v e {cos St (J1 + J3 cos2 O + ... )

(a + S ) 2vS

2
+ sin St (K + K3 cos +... )}

622 The values of K in the two examples differ from the previously

chosen value 10.94 only very insignificantly.

170 0i -4013'i
First Example: To K' = 11 * e belongs K 'p' = 10.252 e

as first root of equation (23). Thus one obtains from (29) K = 10.93,
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1
Z ~= 0. 169, yci. = 0 .1 20, y~

= 1 (arbitrary)

= -0. 7127e- 0'

= 0. 2043e182i

- -0.0326e 2 7 4

= 0.0034e 3 703 3 'i

G1

03

G5

= 0. 049

= -0. 142

=0. 072

= -0. 016 3

= 0. 002

A1

A3

A5

A7

A9

= 0. 964 ,

= -0.673

= 0. 184

= -0. 027 1

= 0. 003

= 0. 964. Further

= 1,

= -0. .704

= 0. 194

= -0. 029'

= 0. 003

1

J3

5

j7

9

B = 0

B = 0.1121
3

B 5=-0.-064

B 7= 0. 015

B 9= -0.002

0. 120

-0. 290

-0. 42.2

0. 351

-0.116

K1 = -0.964

K3 = 4. 968

K = 4.333
5

K7 = 1. 569

K = -0.292
9

If, -one computes additionally b, c, 6 for po~le distances of 15' each,

one obtains:

a~t
e * b e * c 1000 ea

0

0.12 cos(~t-6.70)

0.25 cos~ft-5.40)

0.35 cos~rt- .3.40)

0.36 cos~ft-1-.70)

0.24 COS'(13-0.40)

0

I0

-0. 19 sin(f~t-2.3 0)

-0.21 sinG~t-0.6 0)

-0.16 sinQ~t+1.60)

-0.06 sin(~t+2.40)

0

1.05 sinQ~t-120.5)

0.72 sinQ~t-8.20)

0.05 sin fUt+42. 10)

0. 75. sin~ft+171. 30)

1.11 sin~rt+172.90)
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a1

a3

a5

a7

a9

F1

F3

F5

F7

F9

0 0

15

30

45

60

75

90



In an analogous motion without friction b attains the maximum at

623 all latitudes simultaneously; at the same time c and £ are zero every-

where; after a quarter period b = 0 everywhere while c and W have reached

extreme values. The pressure amplitudes decrease from the pole to w = 60°,

increase again from there to the equator, and the boundary between

regions of opposite pressure phases is situated where the pressure

amplitude vanishes.

The character of the motion is changed by assuming friction

(disregarding the change indicated by the factor e at): The maximum of

b does not occur simultaneously at all latitudes, but rather later at

the pole than at the equator; neither does it coincide in time at every

latitude with the zero of c. Instead of the regions with opposite phases

one has here a continuous phase change from pole to equator; in our

example where the friction is assumed small, the change in the vicinity

of the equator as well as in the vicinity of the pole happens to be

small, however, it is very rapid in a belt near 60° where the pressure

amplitudes are small.

The g of the first example is little different from the n of the

frictionless system (p. 10). The duration of a full vibration is

0.519 days. The velocities and pressure differences have decreased

after this time to less than one half (0.457) of the original value.

102°i
Second Example: With K' = 20 * e i and the corresponding

-390 33'i
K'p' = 11.893 e one obtains with a nearly identical K a solution

which holds for a nine times larger coefficient of friction.

1K = 10.98, = 1455, a = 1.201, = 0.728.K =10.98, 2) 1.455,9 1.201, 0.7280.
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a1 = 1 (arbitrary)

a3 1.368 e 124'

22104211
a5 = 0.744 e,

a 0.23 e32803411

a =0.043 e 70'
9

11=00

A = 1

A 3= -0. 528

A = -0. 556 '

'A =0. 190
7

A 9= 0. 012

A = -0.006
11

B = 0

IB3= 1. 262

B = -0.495
5

B7= -0.116

B 9= 0. 004

B -1 0. 000

F = 0. 254

F 3= -1.053

F 5= 0. 219

F 7= 0. 133

F 9= 0. 027

F ll= -0. 001

G1 = 0.728

G3= -0. 064

G5 = -0. 530

G7; 0.109

G9 = 0. 019

Gi = -0. 004

J = -1. 20

Jl3 = -2. 75

5= -6. 56

J = 8. 20

J = -3. 26
91

624K =- -0. 73
1

K 3= 7. 88

K 5= -10. 45

K 7= -0. 62

K 9= 2.55

K 1= 0. 08

.The values of b, c, £ at pole distances 15' apart are compiled in

tie f ollowing table.

att
e c

cos(f~t-74. 50)

cos(f~t-57. 60)

cos (~t-38. 4.0)

cosQ~t-18. 70)

cos ( ~t-4 9 0 )

0

-0.22 sinQ~t-56.90 )

-0.36 sin(f~t-40.20 )

-0.46 sin(f~t-19.3 0)

-0.25 sin(~3t+0.50)

-0.08 sin(f~t+14.3 0)

0

1000 et 0 I£

2. 01

1.7 7

1. 20

0.85

0. 33

0.-56

0. 77

sin(f~t-110.5 0 )

sin(f~t-107. 70)

sin (fBt-93. 30)

sin'a~t-63.9 0)

sin (~t+10. 90)

sin(f~t+104 .0)

sin(f~t+121. 20)

a~t
e * bCt

15 0

300

45 0

60 0

75 0

9Q0

0

0.17

0~.32

0. 40

0. 38

0. 24

0
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The differences between the first example and the corresponding

oscillation without friction are found much more pronounced here. Also

the differences in the duration of the oscillation are now much larger.

The duration of a period is 16.5 hours, but after this time velocity

and excess pressure at each latitude have decreased to 1/32000 of the

initial value. Already after half an oscillation when b, c, c have signs

opposite to those of the original values, the absolute values have

decreased by a factor of 1/178.

If one compares this decrease with that which occurs in a similar

case of decaying, non-oscillating motion one sees that the decrease

is much smaller here. For the same value of the coefficient of friction

(Table p. 26) it is y = 2V . 0.36 which is less than one third of our a.

Accordingly b, c, £ decrease only to 1/5 of their initial values in

the same time, in which they fall to 1/178 here, even though this

625 example is particularly favorable to a rapid decrease during the filling

motion. With larger values of Z a becomes larger, and the y of the

preceding section will be smaller; the reduction of the excess pressure

and of the velocities is much stronger for the oscillating and much

slower for the filling motion.

Even if the friction is very strong the meridional velocity component

must be opposite to the direction to the lower pressure and the zonal

velocity component must be contrary to Buys-Ballot's rule, during part

of the period of oscillation. However, Buys-Ballot's rule and the other one,

namely that the motion is in the direction toward the lower pressure at

the same level are found to be confirmed in the great majority of

atmospheric motions. This is probably due to the fact that with strong
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friction the oscillatory motions decay much faster than the filling

motions so that the latter are mostly predominant.

Some K' and K'P' belonging for the first type of the symmetric

solutions to K = 10.94 are shown here, together with the corresponding

values of Q, c, 3.

K' = U eui K'p' = Vev I/2v a/2v 3/2v

10.94 e 80 10.25 e i 0 0 0.968

11 e170i 10.25 e 4 -2i 0.17 0.12 0.964

116.30i -28.4 0i15 e 10.59 e 2 8 1.07 0.82 0.80

20 e1020i 11.89 e 1.46 1.20 0.73

The numbers in the first line belong to the case of oscillations in

a system without friction treated on p. 10.

If U is increased u decreases, V increases, but much more slowly

than U, and -v increases too. At the same time the decay exponent and

the duration 2'r7/ of the oscillations become larger with increasing

friction.

For the spherical shell at rest one has two solutions with y1 and

y2° Depending on the value of g either the two y are real - then the

solutions are different - or they are both complex; then they lead only 626

to one solution, meridional oscillations with the decay exponent 9/2.

In addition we have the motions with the exponent k1 along parallels

of latitude.

For the rotating shell one obtains in our special case for large or

small friction a real and a complex y. However, with the higher types
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(larger number of nodes) it may happen that one finds three real y for

certain values of friction. The same is even found for the first type

of the symmetric and antisymmetric motion if K is assumed small.

The transition from the solutions for the non-rotating shell to

those for the rotating shell is completely continuous. To have a better

picture of this transition one may compute in the Tables on pp. 26 and

30 k and y with the value K = 0.1 (that is for a shell of the same size

as the earth, *but with a rotation period of 251 hours). Let K' increase

from zero to its final value; then it will be seen that 9 decreases

from infinity to a minimum, then increases again to a maximum and finally

decreases to zero. Three real values of y belong to each value of 9

between the maximum and the minimum.

The general solution of the equations (18) consists of a sum of

particular solutions which are derived partly from real, partly from

complex y's. The former solutions have each one, the latter two

arbitrary constants. Thus one may dispose of three infinite series of

constants which in general will permit one to satisfy the initial

conditions for b, c, £.
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AIR MOTIONS IN A ROTATING SPHEROIDAL SHELL

PART II

by

Max Margules

(With 6 Tables)

(Vol. 102, IIa. 1893)

The numerous air motions which may exist in a rotating spherical 11

shell deviating little from the spherical shape can be analyzed into

a series of simple motions if one assumes: The relative velocity of

the air remains within such limits that it suffices to retain in the

differential equations of the motion only the terms linear with respect

to the variables. It is also assumed that the temperature is constant

and that the walls of the shell near each other are closed potential

surfaces.

Each of the motions which can develop from given initial conditions

consists of an infinite number of simple motions. However, one may

classify these simple motions and carry through the calculations for

some classes; then it is possible to obtain a fairly good perspective

of the situation for the remaining forms of motion. One class - the

1
zonal one - has already been treated in the first Part. We shall from

now on number those parts which follow.

Part I: Sitz.-Ber. 101, IIa, p. 597 (1892).
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The first class comprises those motions for which diametrically

opposite points of a parallel of latitude have velocities of equal

magnitude, but opposite direction; in one point the pressure is as much

above the mean as it is below the mean in the other point.

In the second class diametrically opposite points of a latitude

circle have equal and equally directed velocity and equal pressure.

But in two points whose longitude differs by 7/2 the velocities are

opposite, and in one points there is pressure excess, in the other an

equal pressure deficit

It is similar in the third class for two points with the longitude

difference T[/3.

In general one obtains a solution of the equations of motions in the

following form if one introduces friction proportional to the relative

air velocity:

1 - e -'[cos(7iX-+- ) 1(o)--sin (hX+±t) ?2(&)]
c = dot[sin (zX+vj) '(Q) + cos(h^-±) [2(s)]

= e--t[sin (hX+3t)El(w) + cos(hX + Ht) E2 ()].

The notations are the same as in the first part, t time, X pole distance,

X longitude (eastwards), b meridional velocity (southwards), c zonal

velocity (eastwards), c relative pressure excess, Ad 3 constants; to

these must be added h, a positive integer (or zero) which determines

the class of the particular solution. The value h = 0 belongs to the

zonal class.

Each of these solutions represents a wave motion, and specifically

an eastward or westward progressing wave depending on whether 3 is
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negative or positive. For the spherical shell at rest no difference

exists between eastward and westward migrating waves; there are always

two solutions distinguished only-by the sign of 6. These can be combined

into a standing vibration. However, if one assumes a small rotation

velocity for the shell (which requires that the shape of the shell is

also changed slightly so that the boundaries remain potential surfaces)

those two solutions change into others which differ not only in sign, but

also in the magnitude of 3, that is in the period of vibration and,

further, in the form of the pressure distribution and the wind patterns.

The difference increases with the velocity of rotation. Consequently,

there are no standing oscillations in the rotating shell except for the

zonal class.

In each class there are again two groups of motions, the symmetric

and antisymmetric ones, and in each group there are infinitely many

types as can readily be imagined from the examples for h = 0.

For the non-viscid system of the rotating shell (and in all cases

of the shell at rest) the solutions become simplified because the ~2,

i2" E2 are proportional to the (1', 1' El, respectively. In these cases

the classes are determined by the number of the double meridians or

axial sections which for each parallel of latitude separate the parts

with pressure excess from those with pressure deficit. Thus·, there is

in the first class one such sectional plane which migrates with the

wave, in the second class there are two perpendicular planes, in the

third class three planes which divide the shell into six equal parts.

With respect to the equator -(Transl.).
Characterized by the number of nodal parallels (Trans
Characterized by the number of nodal parallels (Transl.).
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In all these cases one has meridians as lines of mean pressure.

Now, if E(o) passes through zero a number of times the corresponding '

latitude circles become lines of mean pressure. An area of high or low

pressure is situated in a quadrangle or triangle - or in the simplest

case in a whole sector of the shell - in each case bounded by meridians

and parallels of latitude.

But if friction is assumed for the rotating shell the lines of

mean pressure in the simple waves become curves of different form.

To carry out the calculations we use, as in the first part, the

procedure invented by Laplace and explained and expanded by Lord Kelvin.

The calculations become even more extensive; especially the calculation

of the roots of the continued fraction equations, which give the periods

of the individual waves, are much more laborious if one leaves the zonal

class. In this respect one does not find a great difference between

the higher clases.

The tedious calculations have the aim to describe all air motions

possible in a rotating shell of constant temperature if the linear terms

in the aerodynamic equations are sufficient. Therefore, it is important

to show that the simple motions treated here may be combined to represent

every free air motion derived from given initial conditions. This

demonstration will be conducted by finding first the flow patterns

possible in the shell at rest, that is, waves and stationary currents;

then one shows how each of these forms of motions changes if the shell

rotates. The waves of the non-rotating shell change then into others

Sir William Thomson: On an alleged error in Laplace's theory of tides.
Philo Mag. (4) 40 (1875), p. 227. Note on the "Oscillations of the
first species" in Laplace s theory of tides, ibid. p. 279. General
integration of Laplace's differential equation of tides, p. 388.
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which migrate (very fast) opposite to the direction of rotation, and still

others which propagate (more slowly) in the direction of rotation; the.

stationary currents are changed into waves which travel (very slowly)

against the direction of rotation. The last ones are called westward

wandering waves of the second kind.

For a shell of the dimension and rotational speed of the earth a

very important difference exists between the waves of different kinds if

the air motion is subject to considerable friction. The eastward migrating

waves and the westward wandering waves of the second kind decay much

more slowly with strong friction than the westward migrating waves of

the first kind. In the two former the motion follows Buys-Ballot's rule

almost completely, in the case of the rapidly decaying waves the motion,

is largely opposite to this rule. As for the zonal class it is true in

general that with a large constant of friction those motions are most

persistent which occur predominantly in the direction of lower pressure

and as required by Buys-Ballot's rule. Other kinds of air motions are

not excluded. It is easily explained that they are not observed on the

earth. Since they are always complicated motions which originate through

the superposition of many simpler patterns the persistent forms will-

mostly cover up the rapidly decaying patterns.

Among the circumstances indicating that air motions on the earth 15

are subject to very strong friction is one more which I will emphasize;

viz. the observation that during the passage of a low pressure center over

a given locality the calm coincides with the lowest pressure. Conditions

are completely different for a progressive wave in an inviscid medium.

The pressure extremes coincide with the strongest wind in such a manner
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that the wind blows in the direction of propagation at the pressure

maximum, in the opposite direction at the pressure minimum.

Let the air move in a long straight pipe in the x-direction with

the velocity u and be subjected to a frictional force X * u (compare the

third section of the first part). Figure 1 shows the well-known conditions

of an air wave progressing in an inviscid medium. The values of the

pressure excess (positive upwards) are plotted as ordinates above the

x-axis and are for each time shown as a sine curve; the small arrows give

the wind direction; the dots are points of strongest winds, the circles

locations of calms. The large arrow shows the direction of propagation.

If , is different from zero the motion takes place predominantly

in the direction towards the lower pressure (while in the inviscid medium

it takes place half in the direction toward lower pressure, half in the

opposite direction).

In Fig. 2 for the same wavelength one sees that in this case the

calms move towards the location of the pressure extremes; but they

must not coincide with these if the wave is to move at all. With

increasing k it finally happens that the pressure pattern is displaced

against the wind pattern by a quarter wavelength. From there on only

standing oscillations are possible if the wavelength is given.

The equation of motion and the equation of continuity are:

at Evu as au
-C~ lit A A =

A particular solution is

2= Ce-a sin (3t+ax), it -cCe-' sin (It+ax+f)

(c velocity of propagation in an inviscid medium, a, 3, a, r constants)
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a= = ca- sin =-, cos

I am adding here another example which represents progressive waves

in a plane layer of air if the areas of high and lower pressure are

distributed as the squares on a chess board. The equations of motion

(u, v velocities in the x and y direction, respectively)

as ait as av a8s 8 at,
CBl d X+v ax ay

permit the following solutions

=i
s = Ce-0- sin (,t+ax) cos by [ 2

-acO 2 /2= a 2 e-It sin (3t + ax +r) cos by V=C.(a+b )-

-bcC sin r__
v=- == -e-rcos(t+ax+j)sinby \/ ca b+2'

) .12~~aeI+ b2cV +bJ

Figure 3 is correct for the case Q = O0 The areas of high and low

pressures are enclosed in rectangles whose sides have the mean pressure.

The locations of high pressure are indicated by full curves, low pressure

by broken curves. One has here a combination of progressive and standing

vibrations which represents a good analogy to the air motions in a

spherical shell at rest.

Figure 4 holds for a value of 9 which still permits the progression

of the wave. It is a condition of the propagation that the wind at the
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pressure maximum blows in the direction of the progression, but in the

opposite direction at the pressure minimum so that the calms follow the

pressure extremes.

The patterns of the relative motion in the rotating shell are more

complicated; but here too it is found that for an inviscid progressive

wave the wind at the pressure maximum is in the direction of propagation

while it is opposite to it at the minimum, and the calms are at the points

with mean pressure. Also, as in the quoted examples, if the friction is

very large the calms approach the locations of highest and lowest pressure

very closely without reaching them completely. But the wind in these

locations is then very weak compared to the winds where the pressure

gradient is large (with regard to the westerly waves of the second kind

an exception must here be made for the inviscid medium).

It has been mentioned that pressure minimum and calm progress

nearly together in a wave migrating over the earth; this observation is

related to the fact that the air flows from regions of higher to regions

of lower pressure at the same level, and in both observations one can

see a sure indication that the air motion on the earth takes place under

strong frictions

In the shell at reast each propagating wave changes, with a certain

value of the friction, into two standing oscillations. This limiting

value is determined by the period of oscillation in the inviscid system.

However, in the rotating shell only propagating waves exist (except

for the zonal class), even in the case of large friction. Thus it is

certain that the rotation alone requires the motion of the regions of high

and low pressure on the earth. Further, numerous circumstances excluded
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by the assumptions of our calculations may have an influence on the

propagation.

According to Ferrel's opinion the general currents of the atmosphere

(trade winds) must be regarded as the most important causes of the

cyclones. They carry the air vortices along in the same manner as a

current of water transports the small vortices which originate in it.

It is assumed to be connected with this transport that the direction of

propagation of the low pressure areas in the tropics is predominantly

westwards, at higher latitudes eastwards.

Our calculation cannot examine this assumption more thoroughly. 18

If one considers only the linear terms in the equations of motion, as ·

has been done here, the motions of different kinds are superimposed

without interfering with each other. Under such an assumption a constant

current could not influence the wave propagation. As an example let a

pressure minimum progress eastwards and consider the air column above

the present position of the minimum. During the following hour this

column must receive more air than it loses, while an air column farther

east must experience a net loss of air. This could not be accomplished

by a stationary current if its velocity is added to the velocities due to

the wave. Similarly, one may also add in the simple examples considered

above a flow to the wave motions in the direction of or opposite to the

propagation without changing the wave propagation.

This remark cannot be a decisive argument against Ferrel's opinion;

it might well be that this opinion is found, confirmed if one takes into

account the quadratic terms as may be necessary in the case of the

stationary motions.
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6. Frictionless System. Migrating Waves in the Rotating and in

the Non-rotating Shell

The differential equations of the relative motion of inviscid air

in a rotating equipotential shell deviating but little from the spherical

shape are

RTS aB a
$ 0-- a== -2,v cos o. c,

RT Be 8c \c- _ __ -^ -+-2v cos .b,
S sin a o s , (1)

a_8 1 (b sin ) + c \
~ S sin m a aV

the notation being the same as in the first Part. It may.only be repeated

that the longitude X is counted eastward and that a positive v belongs

to a spheroid rotating eastwards.,

We are looking for solutions of equations (1) in the form:

b = (w) cos (h +nt), c - (o) sin (hlX+-n), )

e = E(w) sin (h),+nt) (

Let h be zero or a positive integer,. h =0 corresponds to the zonal

class. If h = 1 we shall refer to motion of the first class, if h = 2

to motions of the second class and so on.

The form attributed to the solutions represents wave motions. If

h is different from zero one has migrating waves, with progression to,

the west or east depending on n being positive or negative.

T = 27T/n is the period in every point of the shell, hT the time in

which the wave travels once completely around a latitude circle, the
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cyclic period.

We mention as new notations:

2v _ n 2 2

' RT

These quantities are connected with the notations p and K by the equations

-1/2
q = p and:

q2 4v-S 2

One is lead to equations for continued fractions F(K,q) = 0 by

derivations following from the assumption (2); the roots q of these

equations determine the periods possible with a given value K. One has

two such equations for each class, one for the symmetrical, the other

one for the antisymmetrical solutions. We call symmetrical those

motions for which the equator is a symmetry plane.

Each of the equations of continued fractions has an infinite number

of roots q; the waves belonging to the roots are called type I, II, III, ...

of the class h.

Because of the assumptions (2) the equations of motion become:

RT dE RT hE
S d +qcosX 9o -Cs .O=cq cos 0.p itI S~dw us nSsinwo A r

S. sino. E d( sin ) = (3)do

By substituting in the last equation (3) the value of - from the

second equation it is found that

it S sin (o d(d sin o) /
E =S sin ( (hdQS)f-lO)iq coswX, a)- (A) 20

This expression will be used for the German "Umlaufsdauer" (Transl.).
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Further one has from (3)

dE hE dE hE
t+ q cosm - qc O -4RT dw o s+ q cos O. sin sin

ft S 1-q 2 Cos 2 ' -- S 1--q 2 cos 2'-

Thus one may also write the equation for (

d nS
_ S (B)

s in -l x d( sink . E )= (l -- qq+q sin'c). . (B)

From (A) or (B) ( or E could be eliminated so that a single

differential equation would remain. However, the equations are more

convenient for the calculation in the above form.

It is easy to find solutions of the equations (A), (B) if one lets:

= cos Wtaj sin o, E = RT; sinj w

or

n s
? = saj sinj w, E --T cos m V Wj sin w,

where j starts with zero and becomes each subsequent positive integer.

The first assumption leads to symmetrical, the other to antisymmetrical

motionso If the class number h is odd the odd aj, a. and the even Aj, A.

drop out, otherwise the even aj, aj, and the odd Aj, A..

Accordingly the calculation is advantageously divided into four parts:

Symmetrical and antisymmetrical solutions of odd and even classes.

Symmetrical solutions of odd classes. If one inserts the series

n S
= cos (a+a 2* sin 2 o+ ... ), E RT (A sin + A3sin+...)

into the equations (A), (B) two systems of relations between the
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coefficients are obtained.

h2A, = (1-h q) ao (1 hq)A t = (l-q 2 )a,
tA3-zAi = (3-hq)a2-(2-h/q)a o (3+htq)A3 = (1-q 2) a+q 2

a o,
hAs-zA3 = (5-hq)a4-(4-hq)a2 (5+hq)A, = (1-q 2) a + a

., · :,~ ,, · ., . ', . · . · · . I .

from (A) from (B)

and after the elimination of the A, A3

h2(1-q z)a a: lh q -- (1 -hq)a,,

h(l-q)at'+qaO "(1-q 1I)a°O =(3-hq)a,-(2-hq)a,,

1(1 qa . 2 +q ai_(1-q )aj+q~aj 2 ah t ( l- _t ~ i -.+2) a, + q~ a/ _ =. (1+ -qh) aj +2( -hq,) a -,
.i+-3+hq - j-+lhq -- (j+3-hq)ai+2-(+2-hq)ahq

j- =2,4,{6...

If h = 1 the first equation is an identity, and a, remains undetermined.

For h = 3 it is a 0 = 0 and a2 is undetermined. In general ah- 1 is the

first coefficient which does not vanish. The first non-identical equation

gives a relation between ah - and ah+l

ah+,l_ (h+hq)[(h4-1)(h+)--hq] -( /t+h+hq)(l- q2)' :
a~. - .2(2 + 2 h)(h +hq)

The following equation contains three coefficients ahl, ah+l, ah+3,

the next again three whose indices are increased by 2, and so on. The

general equation of the system may be written in the form

a, _ (j+3+hq)q2 _z

aj A Ni-,- (j.+ l+hq)(j+3-h)(.i+3+h ) a -±
aj
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where

A;+i = (j+ l +hq)[(j+2.)(j+3)-hq] - (j+3-+hq)(l qZ) .

22 To obtain an infinite continued fraction one replaces aj+2 /a.

again with a fraction expressed by the following equation of the system

and differing from the preceding one only by an increase of the indices

by 2; in a similar manner one substitutes for a /a etc.
j+44 j+2

The ratio of the first two coefficients is now given by

ah+l (k+4+-hq)q t z
ah--1 _ Z/+4

Nh+2 - +4-.
A·'h4-- · ·

If this value is compared with that previously computed from the

first non-identical equation it follows that

Zh+20 = Nh- Z+4
h+2 - N h+4 -(P)

if one introduces the notation

Z =+3 -(j+3-h)(j+3+zh)(j+ 1 +hq)(j+5+hq) q2 .

For the first class h = 1 one has

V=(1+q)(29.3-q)-(3 + q) ((-q 2 )

3 = (3+q) (4.5-q)-(5+q)(1-q2 )z Z3 = 2.4(1 ) (q)(5+q)q (P 1 )
N.,- (5+ q)(6.7-q)-(7 + q) (1-q 2) Z = 4. 6(3+q) (7-+ q) q2

. .. . ... .

In Nt and Z3 the common factor 1 + q appears. The root q = - of the1 3
equation (P P) is without significance for our problem. The
expressions N and Z are no divided by 1 + q only because of the
symmetry.
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For the third class h = 3

N3 = (3+3q) (4.5-3 q)-(5+3q) (1-q) i
n= (5+3q) (6. 7-3q)-(7+3q)(1-q2) Z5 = 2.8(3+3q) (7+3q)q2r (p )

7 , = (7+3q)(8.9-3q)-(9+3q)(1-_2 )z Z =- 4.10(5+3q)(9+3q)q2 \ 3

-2
If z is replaced by Kq (P) appears as the equation for the

determination of q for a given value of K. If one has found a root q 23

of this equation, for instance for h = 1, one obtains from q next the

period length of a wave of the first class; one computes the ratios a /aO,

a4/a2 ... , obtains thus (, further also i and E, thus a particular

solution of the equation (3).

Symmetrical golutions of even classes. With the series

= cosw (a, sinw+a3 sin3 +...), E= T(AO-+A2 sino-+ ...)

the calculation is quite similar to the previous case. Only the zonal

motions h = 0 require a separate calculation. For all others ah-' or

Ah, is the first non-vanishing coefficient. The ratio a./a._2 is deter-

mined by the same equation as before, only for j odd integers must now

be substituted. The ratio of the first two coefficients is again given

by two expressions; thus for the determination of Q an equation of the

form (P) results in which now h = 0, 2, 4 ...

For the zonal motions the calculation was carried out in Part I.

However, there the development of 4 was according to powers of cos w.

With the form chosen here one obtains also the continued fraction

equation in a different form. The equality of the roots proves that

the new equation is identical with (lla) of the first Part.
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One obtains for h =0

&I3 2.3- (I-q7)z qz 4.q-

63.7- - q2 )z -...

N= 2.3-(1- q2 )z

N2I = 4.5-(1-q2 )Z:

N.=6.7-(1l-q 2 -)z

(PF0)
Z2-2.4q q2

Z4r- 4.6 q2z S
For the second,, fourth ... class the values of the N and Z in (P)

can immediately be computed by the previous-equations for.N and Z
j~~l j+3'

For h =2.

NA =(2-+2 q)(3 .4-9q)-(4-i2q)( 1q2)

AT,, (4 -+2 q) (5 .6-2q)--(6±+2q) (1q2)z- A = 2 .6 (29±9q) (6 +2 q) q1
=; (6+2q)(7 . 8 - 2 q)-(8+29dq)(1q) Z6 = 4 .8 (4 ± 2 q)(8+92q)q' 2

.~~~~~~~~. . . . ..I

Antisymmektric solutions of odd classes. With the assumptions

at+asnw4a s in4w..., E-R-cos(ti(%jsinW±QI Sinw-F.)

it follows that

= W(3 -hq')a2 (3±/zq h q) -(2±1hq)9t1 -=1q) i

h2 2~-2L =(5-hq)a4 -(5+liq2t -4±q)% 3 z (- q)a,.+-q'a,

f rom (A) f rom (B)

and then by elimination of the 'a,0 a,.. a system of equations between

So-called German letters used by Margules are indicated by a circumflex
above the letter in this translation,, except in the flormulae which are
directly copied from the original paper.
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the coeficients A are obtained
the coefficients ·A are obtained.

(1 + hq) , = (! - q2). 1-q

(3+ hq) -(2 + q) (, = (1- )I q2 'z + q2

3-hq 1-hq

(j+2+hq)Wj+2-(j+ 1 + h) j: = (1-q 2) + q. -
j+2-hq j-hq

j =3, 5,...

If one puts

j (j+ 2--hq) [j(j+ l)--hq]_-(j-hq)(l - q1)

the last equation may be written:

___Ij -(j+2--hq)q
2 z

·f j-2 -(j--hq)(j+2--l)(ij+2+h) j -

From this relation a continued fraction may be obtained for the deter-

mination of the ratio of two consecutive coefficients A.

For h = 1 A1 remains undetermined, for h = 3 A1 = 0 A3 is undeter-
A11 '

mined. The first non-vanishing coefficient is Ah.

The equation in which only Ah and A+2 appear may be brought into the 25

following form

W2h+2 (h + 2--hq)[h(h+ )--hq]- (h-hq)(1-- q)z
~h 2(2+2h) (h--q)

From all following equations one finds

h+2 __ (h +4- q)q2z

1h4-+±2- --
h+44-...
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where

Sj.+ = (j+2-)(j4 2-+h)(j--lq)(j+4 -/q)q 2z.

For the determination of q one obtains now the equation

o = - h +4 (J)
9Rh+2- -- ...

Rh+4 - . . .

For the first class, h = 1

', = (3-q) (1.2-q)-(1-q) (l-q 2)

n3= (-) (3.4-q)-(3_)(l- q)z 33 2.4(1-q) (-q) ( )

9 = (7-q)(5.6-q)-(5-q)(1-q 2) 33 = 4 . 6(3-q)(7q)q2 ( 1 )

For the third class, h = 3

n = (5-3q) (3.4-3q)-(3-3 q)(1- q2 )

= (7 -3q)(5.6-3q)-(3-3 q) (1-q) 8 =-- . 8(3-3q)(7-3q)qz (
1 = (9-:3q)(7.8-3q)-(7-3'q)(1-q')z 37 = 4.10(5- 3 q)(7-3q)q7 (J)

(*1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. 5 3

With the antisymmetric solutions one finds first E and derives ,

and 4 from ito

Antisymmetric solutions of even classes.

US
= _l sin+aa sin+ o.o, E=R- cos m(21 +% sin' + ...).

The procedure is quite similar to that for the odd classes, but one has

also here to treat the zonal class separate from the other even classes.

In the equation for Z read 9-3q for 7-3q (Transl.).7In the equation for Z read 9-3q for 7-3q (Transl.).
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The equation (J) for the determination of q has the same form as

before.

.One obtains for the zonal motions, h = 0, A = 0 undetermined

lo =1.2-(1- q2)

94 3.4-(1- q) 3 = 2. 4 q

4=5.6--(l1-q)z 3 4- 4. ( J)

For the second class, h = 2, A0 = 0, A2 undetermined

= (4-2 q) (2. 3-2 q)-(2-2 q) (1- q')

4 - (6-2 q) (4. 5-2q)-(4-2 q) (1-q 2) 84 2.6(2-2q)(6-2q) q'

6 = (8-2q)(6.7-2q)-(6-2q)(1-q2 ) 1 36 = 4.8(4-2q)(8-2 q)q 2 (q)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 .

Air motions in the non-rotating spherical shell. The simple flow

patterns which may be combined to give every flow pattern in an isothermal

non-rotating shell can easily be derived from the equations for the

rotating shell provided they are waves. This can be done by using in

each group the relations following from (A) and (B) with the value q = 0.

But they can be found equally fast by direct calculation.

By letting in (1) v = 0 and eliminating then b and c it follows

that

_I- a (ta *I 2_ _ S2 B2-

n - - s l n + sins w) 2 RT /2 -- '

If one introduces further

2S 2
E = E(o,X) sin (nt+8), constant, j(j+),

~~~Rone obtains -- :)
one obtains
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1 8 (8E ) 1 2 E
sin8 \ao sin/ s ino 2 +J(j+1)E O

the equation of spherical surface harmonics. If one wishes to extend

the solutions over the whole spherical surface one assumes that the j

are positive integers.

With the value

E(o, X) = E(o) sin (hX+ C), C constant,

where h is also again to be assumed as a positive integer (or zero),

the last differential equation becomes

1 d id n +j(j+ )E O.
sin o dw o d sin

Because of all substitutions and since a :2near function of possible

solutions is again a solution we may write

= E(w) sin (hX hnt) or S= E(o) sin hX. sin nt.

The first expression represents a wave migratlng eastward or westward,

the second represents a standing vibration.

If one does not wish to write down immediately the expressions for

E or E known from the expansions of the spherical harmonics one may put

- E((o) = A + A, sin ( + A2 sin 2o- +...

SII (RT

u-S E()--cos(~o +~lg sinm+fL sinZ~+...

(symmetric solutions)

(antisymmetric solutions)

The full E used by Margules is shown as E in the translation.
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In each of these series only even or odd terms remain depending on whether

the class number h is even or odd.

h'A = (l-h)A O 0
(22-h2)A,+i(j+ 1)Ao 0 (32s-h)A 3 +[j(j+ 1)-l .2]AO-

t(42'-) 4+ [j(j+ 1)-2. 3] A, = O (-h)As + [j(j+ 1)-3. 41 A3 =

-h2F = 0 (1-h)a=o

(2'-h 2)2 +[j(j+ 1)- 1.2]o - 0 (3 2 -t 2) W3 +[j(j+ 1)-2.3] t = 0
(4'-^h) A +[j(j+ 1)--3.4] 2 = 0 (5Z-h2),5 +[j(j+ 1)-4. 5] 3= 0
· * * . . . . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . . . ·. . . * · . ·

The first coefficient different from zero is in every case Ah, or

Ah . If h is even one has to assume also j as even for the symmetric

solutions; for the antisymmetric solutions an odd j belongs to an even h. 28

I
The series remain always finite and have in the first case 2 (j - h) + 1

1
terms, in the other case y (j + 1 - h) terms.

I shall give some solutions which will be used for comparison

with the analogous solutions for the rotating sphere.

If one assumes that

; S
RTE(o) sin (h)i+nt),

it follows from the equations of motion (1) for the shell at rest

(v = 0) that

b d cos (hi+ It), c - - sin (lzi+lt).do sin '

The period is

2 r 1 2r S
T_---

" n \/j(J+ 1) \/RT
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Waves of the first class, h = 1

j1 j , -=A 1 sin w sin0(+n/), tS= \/1.2RT

2j-3, = A (sin o- 4- sin3 ) sin (X+ t), S = \/3.4RT

. . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . ..2.
3 j= 2, = s I2 cos o sin w sin (i,+ ;it), tS = 2.3 R T

j=4, =tI coso((sn- in - o)sini(X -+), nS S= \/'4i5RT

Waves of the second class, h = 2

j 2, £a A2 sin2 o sin (2Xi+t), nS = 2.3RT

7
j 4, £-=A(sin(o- -sin4') sin(2X+-t), nS= \/4.5 RT

.

j- 3, se -24 cos W sin 2 sin (2 +-n ), nS-= \/3.4RT

3=-5, - 2 costo(sint o-- sin4o)sin(29 + n/), t/S = ,:5.6RT

29 There is no difficulty in finding the solution for each type of any

4
class. But the simple motions thus represented are not sufficient to

represent a motion originating from given initial conditions in the

non-viscous system of the shell at rest. It is necessary to add those

solutions which belong to the stationary motions, namely

=0, b c (\ )

where 4 and ¢ are only connected through the continuity equation

a (+ sin o) w 0.
-.+ 0.

Fig. 5

Figo 6

3
Fig. 7

Lord Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, Vol. II, Chap. 18.
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One of the functions remains arbitrary. We shall divide also the

stationary motions in classes by putting

(l(,X)_ -¢(O)(Xw)+V
(l)(w)cosX+4 1 ((w)sinX+DC2)(o)cos2X+...

whereby we have introduced a series of arbitrary functions of ) instead

of the arbitrary functions of two variables.

Now, if pressure and velocity are given as functions of w and X

for the time t = 0 it is possible to determine the amplitudes and phases

of the individual waves, as well as the D (w), according to the initial

conditions. One has to write down for this purpose a multitude of

formulae which subsequently do not find any application; nevertheless

the procedure to be followed for this determination will be clearly

described.

[That each air motion in the rotating shell is composed of the

elementary forms may be proved by the following consideration: Every

motion possible in the rotating shell must be transformed into an analogous

motion in the non-rotating shell if one reduces the velocity of rotation

step by step. Suppose that one has found all the elementary forms for 30

the case V = 0, and that one can show how they change if V increases

to a given value; then one can be certain to have described or indicated

all simple forms which make up each and every motion in the rotating

shell.]

If E is given as a function of w, X for t = 0 one may represent

it in the following form:

S - e° (o)+e('1 )<) cosX4+e1(w) sin X+e(2)() cos 2 +
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Similarly one proceeds with the initial values of b, c. If only

the terms without X were present a zonal motion would develop. The

terms containing cos X and sin X produce a motion of the first class,

the next following terms a motion of the second class, etc.

Consequently one may treat each class separately. Let for t = 0

= e,(w) sin X+ e(l)(o) cos X,

b =f 1(o) sin X+f0()(o) cos X, c = gt(o) sin X+g(l)(w) cos ).

Then for each subsequent part the pressure and flow patterns of the air

in the non-rotating shell will be represented by

e = E (Aj B si sn ji)Ej(o)

RT (Aj 1 Bj dE
b= $ J cos - cos ,) -d-+ 1 )() cos4+4,(w) sin X

S \osnj 5 J

+ cosd fdo
-Aj ( )s i + (s in

nS Ij sin to

d(4P, sin o) d(r(')sinw)
+- cos - sin ,

Here the following abbreviations have been introduced

j-A + t+H j, j - = -njt+oj.

The E.(w) are the previously derived functions belonging to the

first class, that is spherical surface harmonics with the factor sin X

or cos X.

For the determination of the constants Aj, Bj, 6j, 6. and the

functions ( ), $ we have six equations of which we only write down

three
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e, (o) = (Aj cos 8j+ Bj cos byj) Ej (Xa)

A (O) = (_ isin 8j + - sin $i + (to) (

g,() RT ( Ajj ) E- d( ( )sinN )
)------ jcos + dCS jCos , ----- d

One has four infinite series of constants and two arbitrary functions

for the representation of the six given functions of w. One can additionally

represent 1 and (1) as sums of functions which are derived from spherical

harmonics in the same manner as the values dE./dC. In other words, one

can divide the motions of the first class into types, and introduce

instead of the two arbitrary functions an infinite number of functions

of given form, but with two series of undetermined constants. Then the

determination of the constants can be effected by Laplace's method.

In the same way the problem can be solved for the second and each

subsequent class, including also the most general case.

The Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8 represent motions of the first class in the

non-rotating spherical shell, where the sphere is plotted in Mercator's

projection. The first three figures (5, 6, 7) are for waves migrating

westward. It is only necessary to turn the page upside down to see the

corresponding figures for eastward moving waves. The curves of Figs.

5, 6, 7 represent isobars; the numbers next to the isobars give the

pressure p0 (l + e) if the pressure p0 is denoted by 1000. The small

arrows indicate the wind direction, with the adjoining numbers in
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parentheses showing the wind velocity (m s ). The period given below

the figure holds for a shell of the size of the earth and for dry air of

the absolute temperature 2730.

The curves in Fig. 8, representing a stationary motion at constant

pressure, are stream lines.
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7. Frictionless System. Examples of Waves of thde First and Second 32

Class in the Rotating Shell

First we shall compute the symmetrical solutions of the first Class

for spheroids of different rotational velocities v. The computation

will be carried out following the example for the non-rotating shell.

The mean radius S of the shell, the gas constant R and the temperature T

will be assumed equal in all cases, only v determines the value of K.

For the following examples it is

27rS=4.10wm RT=287.273 n 2 sec-2

The first problem is the computation of the roots q, z from the

Equation (P) with the values (P.). For the shell at rest, q = 0, it

was found that z = 1.2, Type I, z = 3.4, Type II, ... When one considers

a slowly rotating shell he may expect a wave period which differs only

very little from the case of no rotation, that is with a small value of

2 2
q the value of z is only little changed from z = n S /(RT). If q is small

one can first find for Type I the appropriate value of z from (P, P1) by

trial and error; it is in the vicinity of 2. Similarly for Type II it

is in the vicinity of 12. Or one may use an approximation method similar

to the one described in the first Part. (More details about the approximation

method in the following section.) Since S, R1, T are given the quantities

q and z determine the values of v and n, and thus the rotation period of

the shell and the cyclic period of the wave. These we shall always give

in hours subsequently.

^~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
See footnote, p. 11. With h = 1 the "cyclic period" is, of course,
the same as the period.
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1 2; 1 2;
60.60 v6060

Once we have found the z belonging to a small value of q we proceed

stepwise to larger values of the velocity of rotation. Thus part (A)

of the following table has been computed for positive q, that is for west-

ward migrating waves of the first class.

33 For all types of these westward migrating waves the velocity of

propagation increases with increasing speed of rotation of the shell. But

not only the cyclic period of the wave changes with the value of V, but

also the pressure distribution and the wind system. The system represents

on the non-rotating shell a simple form of motion, viz. a wave progressing

without change of shape; but for the rotating shell it assumes a very

complicated form consisting of an infinite number of waves of which each

migrates with a different speed.

.This appears very strikingly if one follows the simplest wave, Type I,

symmetrical, of the first class from V 0 to the value of V belonging

to a rotation period of the shell of 24 hours. In the non-rotating shell

the pressure distribution of the wave is such that at all times the

pressure is above the mean value in one hemisphere, below in the other

hemisphere; there is only one pressure maximum and one minimum, and the

extremes are at diametrically opposite points on the equator. In a

slowly rotating shell the pressure distribution is not yet changed much,

but if V is increased to the value mentioned above E(X) has a maximum

and two minima; in that half of the spheroid where the pressure is above

the mean at the equator the higher latitudes have a pressure less than the
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Symmetrical Waves of the First Class

A) Westward Migrating Waves of the B) Eastwad Mg W s. . C) Westward Migrating Wax
|Period of | __ WFirst Kind of the Second Kind

Rotation of 2 2 Cyclic Period Cyclic Period Cyclic I
2v n S q z q z

the Shell q = z - of the Wave q f the Wave q of the
n RT

(Hours) (Hours) (Hours) (Hour

Type I

0 oo 0 2.000 28.07 0 2.000 28.07 6.000 0 o
0.1 251.0 0.2107 2.2504 26.45 -0.2356 1.802 29.57 6.055 0.002728 760.0
0.2 177.5 0.2902 2.375 25.76 -0.3395 1.735 30.13 - -
1.0 79.38 0.574 3.035 22.78 -0.812 1.517 32.23 - -
1.905 57.52 - - - - - - 7.000 0.03887 201.3
2.0 56.13 0.737 3.682 20.68 -1.191 1.410 33.43 - -
5.0 35.50 0.965 5.369 17.13 -1.985 1.269 35.23 -

10.0 25.10 1.135 7.76 14.25 - - - - -
10.94 24.00 1.156 8.187 13.87 -3.047 1.178 36.57 10.89 0.09225 130.7
i13.06 21.97 1.200 9.07 13.18 - - - - -

Type II

0 o 0 12.000 11.46 0 12.000 11.46 20.00 0
0.1 251.0 0.09075 12.142 11.39 -0.09149 11.947 11.48 - -
1.0 79.38 0.280 12.75 11.12 -0.2872 12.124 11.40
5.0 35.50 0.575 15.10 10.21 -0.613 13.3 10.88 - -

10.94 24.00 0.7686 18.52 9.22 -0.8518 15.09 10.22 25.79 0.01645 309.5

Type III

0 o 0 30.0 7.25 0 30.0 7.25 42.0 0
10.94 24.00 0.553 35.8 6.63 -0.564 34.4 6.77 47.68 0.004812 572.2

1
q, z pair of roots of equation (P, P1)

2
Fig. 9

3
Fig. 10

Fig. 11

-1
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mean value. The parallels of 470 latitude are lines of mean pressure.

If one considers Fig. 9 one might think that it represents a motion of

Type II.

In order to become familiar with every single case and its wave

forms and wind patterns one has to calculate the formulae for A, A, and E,

then to determine the numerical values of these quantities for a number

of w, finally to find the b, c, £ for a number of pairs w, X.

In the same manner as the positive q for the westward moving waves

one calculates the negative roots q which hold for the eastward traveling

waves; the calculation is again made for a given value of K with the

equation (P. P1 ) (compare part B) of the table).

Within the limits of the table the period of these waves of Type I

increases with increasing velocity of rotation. It appears that in all

types of eastward progressing waves the period-increases at first

(if K is small), then it decreases again. In the second type this appears

mord clearly.

36 If the velocity of rotation of the shell is very small the form of

the waves will differ very little from those in a shell at rest. One

may expect that those waves migrating in the direction opposite to the

direction of rotation will have a smaller, those progressing in the

direction of rotation a larger cyclic period. If the wave Type I in a

shell with rotation period 251 hours could retain the same absolute

cyclic period as for V = 2, namely 28.07 hours, then the relative cyclic

period of the westward migrating wave would be 25.25 hours, that of the

eastward moving wave 31.60 hours. Instead one finds 26.45 and 29.57 hours.

If v increases to higher values the form of the wave becomes quite
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different, and it is not possible to anticipate even approximately how

the period changes without computation of the root q.

For a given value of K with a negative q the q belonging to Type I is

the root with the largest absolute value of the equation (P, P1 ). For

K = 10.94 it is q = -3.047. One can find with the K infinitely many

smaller q, which belong to the following types of symmetrical easterly

waves, but no larger negative q. It is different with the positive q.

Here, when K = 10.94, the q belonging to Type I, namely q = 1.156, is

not the largest root of (P, P1). Instead there is an infinite number of

larger ones, viz. q = 10.89, 25.79, 47.68 ... . It is easy to see

that these roots belong to waves which derive from the stationary motions

of the non-rotating shell. We shall call them westward migrating waves

of the second kind.

If such a wave Type I could have the same absolute cyclic period in

the shell with a rotation period of 251 hours as the analogous motion in

th- non-rotating shell, namely an infinitely long period, the relative

cyclic period would be 251 hours. However, it is found to be three

times as large. These waves differ from the others not only in the very

long cyclic period, but also in the manner in which this period length

changes with the type. All other waves move faster, the higher, for a

fixed class, the type (that is the higher the number of mean pressure 37

lines which coincide with the latitude circles); but the change is

opposite for the waves of the second kind.

To find the complete symmetrical solutions of the first class of

the equations (1), or of the equations (3), the following formulae can

be used if the q belonging to K are known.
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- cos to (a4+a sin 2 + ... ), ,-+ -^ sin 2 +...,

E= -T(A t sin o+A3 sin 3 o+...), a0 arbitrary,

(0+q)x , _(7+q) ' .[N, Z aus (P,)]
o 5 ' "7Z .'u Z

:3 q(a 2-ao) +a 5q(a-a 2 ) +a

1 q 2)4 (pl )

(q)a t (1-q 2)a2 + q
2a A - (1-q)a4 +q2 a2

3+±q ' 3+q ' q

Accordingly one can compute the pressure distribution and the wind

system for all cases for which q has been given previously. The

presentation of the, 4), E for many individual cases as well as their

compilation in the form of tables would take up too much space. Therefore

I have preferred to show some forms of the waves in graphic representation.

The Figs. 9, 10, 11 represent the symmetrical waves of the first

class Type I in an inviscid shell with the rotation period of 24 hours.

They may be compared with the analogous Figs. 5 and 8 which represent the

corresponding motions in the non-rotating shell.

Only in one case do I consider it useful to write down the formulae

completely in order to show how the solutions change with the transition

from a non-rotating shell to one that rotates very slowly. In the

following formulae the three kinds of waves Type I, of the first class,

symmetric, are juxtaposed for K = 0 and K = 0.1.
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Symmetrical Waves of the First Class, Type I, in the Non-rotating 38

Shell and in a Shell with a Rotation Period of 251 Hours

Westward Waves of the First Kind

x =, =ao cos o, -- a 103E ao . 5052 sin to, T = 28-07 St.

x-= 0'1( , =ao cos t) (1 + 0-010012 sin2 (o + 0000036 sin 6oi),

=- a (-1 +0-1918 sint2 (4-00020 sin4o)

E103E-a (4.232 sinw+0-090 sin 3 ), T 26-45 hours

Eastward Waves

x=0, : a0 coso, ,'- a, 103 E -a 5052 sin(o, T=2807 St.

x=-0-l ?a 0 cosw(l +0'010010sin 2c+0-000036 sin4o)

= ao(-1-0 2561 sin2o- 0'0025 sinlwo)

(103E= -a_(5-926 sinw+O-1 13 sin 3 o+0'001 sinco), T- 29-57 hours

Stationary Motion, and Westward Wave of the Second Kind

x = 0, :=ao coso, = ao(-1 + 2 sin2 o), E-0, T- =oo

x = 01 T =a 0 coso(1 +-0'008730 sin 2 -o+0'000029 sincw)

' =-a(- 1'1-9875 sin2 w+0O0238 sin4o)

1 03E a0 (-0-9432 sin w +0-7491 sin'3 o ±+00054 sin 5 o), T 760'0 hours

We have now an overview of all symmetrical motions of the first class

in the rotating shell. The presentation of the calculation will be still

more complete if one considers in equation (P, P1 ) z as a function of q.

If q assumes all positive and negative values the corresponding z for

each type form a continuous series of numbers. If one plots the q as

abscissae, the z of Type I as ordinates, one obtains for the negative

and positive q a continuous curve. This curve extends from q = -_, to

1
Fig. 8
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approximately q = 1.5 and belongs to the eastward and westward waves

39 of the first kind, for shells with any rotational velocity from zero

to Co, In the vicinity of the value of q just given z becomes infinite

and changes to a negative infinite value; then z decreases, but remains

negative until it goes through zero at q = 6. For larger q the values

of z are all positive and belong to the waves of the second kind, Type I.

The curves for the other types are similar. The negative z with real q

have no meaning for our problem since they would require an imaginary V.

For asymmetric waves of the first class, equation (J, J1), I have

only computed the pairs of roots q, z for Type I which belong to K = 0.1.

For the westward wandering wave of the first kind q = 0.1273, z = 6.171,

cyclic period of the wave 15.98 hours; for the eastward wave q = -0.13012,

z = 5.906, cyclic period 16.33 hours; for the westward wave of the second

kind q = 2.007, z = 0.02483, cyclic period 251.9 hours, almost equal to

the period of rotation of the shell. Referred to a coordinate system

fixed in space the last named motion would appear nearly stationary.

For a non-rotating shell the cyclic period is in the corresponding

cases 16.20 hours (q = 0, z = 6), respectively, oo(q = 2, z = 0).

The motions of the first class are the only ones where winds are to

be found at the poles. In the zonal class the poles appear as nodes, in

the second and each following class a wind cannot occur at the poles if

for no other reason than because different directions have the same

meaning here. Only in the first class a preferential direction exists

at the pole, in the line of the mean pressure.

I have also carried out a few calculations for the second class,

symmetrical waves, equation (P, Pi), but only for Type I. It is remarkable
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that for K = 10.94 the westward waves of the first and second kind have

here a much larger period while the eastward progressing waves have

nearly the same cyclic period as the corresponding Types I of the first

class. A wave of the second class, the westward wave of the second

kind, is shown in Fig. 12.
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40 Symmetric Waves of the Secoi

Period of Shell 2
Rotation q = -

. n(Hours)

A) Westward Migrating Waves

0 o0 0

0.2586 156.1 0.2
10.94 24.0 0.9944
11.13 23.79 1.0

B) Eastward Migrat

0 c° 0

0.2260 167.0 -0.2
1.318 69.15 -0.5
4.880 35.93 -1.0

10.48 24.52 -1.5
10.94 24.00 -1.535

C) Westward Migrating Waves

0 °° 6.0
0.5562 106.4 6.1
8.921 26.58 7.5

10.94 24.00 7.811

1
q, z pairs of roots of equation (P, P2)

2Fig. 12Fig. 12

nd Class, Type I
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8. Friction. Decaying Migrating Waves in the Rotating Shell 41

If it is assumed that the air in the rotating shell is subjected

to a frictional force proportional to the relative velocity the equations

of motion are

RT _s ab
- a -----+ lb-2v cos3 . c,

RT s (c (4)
S sin-, - =-T- t+ l2c+2v cos o.b

S sin wasX t
_B_ I (b sin o) c \

at - Ssinio a(b n )

The frictional constant k is defined in the third section. The

following new notations are introduced (i = v/- )

, 2v' nrS
u-it r q, ----

r RT Z

so that q and z have for Z = 0 the same meaning as in the inviscid system.

We let

b = iei(uX+"t) s (o),- c = ei (hi+"n) (t), = ei (h+n)E(o),
(5)

where h shall be a positive integer (or zero for zonal motions). n, P, ¢,

E will in general be complex quantities; the real parts of b, c, £ and

the factors of i will represent two solutions of the equations of motion

which are merely distinguished by their phases.

One obtains first

RT dE RT hE
- - q- =="I°4 ^COS f* AS -Ws -= q COS w. ? + fp

d ( ? _ J( sino)) m . . ( ( 6 )
udsiE dQsinW) h (6)

lSisino.E+ d- + t, -=O 0

From these equations two relations between 4, E follow as in section 6

Here and later the corrections given by Margules for Part II at the end
of Part III have been made.
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E rST - sin o ( (d sin w) (A)E=0v,-- , --- --- hqcosw.) .)
RT h-zs~in\ d

sin'l'q o (sinhq wE) (1- q- q2 sin2w) . (B)

42 The further computation will at first be different from that for

the inviscid system only insofar as r replaces n in the formula for E.

To obtain the symmetrical solutions of the odd classes one will have to

put

rS
·r=- oso±(aE+a 2 sin+.) A 3sin 3 W+-.

Thus one arrives at the equation (P, P1) for the first class, (P, P3 )

for the third class ...

The essential difference from the case dealt with earlier is that

one cannot directly obtain the roots q of an equation (P) or (J) for a

given valueof K.

If one introduces the notations

q X- e _Ze, :--

(X, Z, N, a, 3, y, y real)

r 1 3_le_i- +(-- i

2v- q
4v2S$2 2 XZ12R4T S -N2 q XZ e(+,-- i
RT --

Since K must be real it follows that i + C - y = O. Further

7-lcos>. tcos7 . 2v ' 9
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When a pair of values q, z has been found which satisfies one of

the equations (P) or (J) one obtains for K, Q, 13, ca with the relations

just derived the expressions:

C=,cos( ^ +8) 2.1 __ sin (2t±)
= XZ- cos: X 2v X cos(4-+) r

z-^X-cos^, ± ^X- 1cos tanR+Z)(
2 v 2v )

[These relations replace with the changed notations the equations

(29) of the first Part.] Each pair of values which leads to a positive K

gives a usable solution. But it is not possible to guess a value of q 43

so that it leads, together with the appropriate z, to a solution with

given values K, Q. Thus it would be necessary to compile for each of the

equations (P) or (J) very voluminous tables of the pairs of roots

from which one could select those needed.

The problem requires that Z be positive. If one had found a pair

q, z leading to a positive K, but to a negative Z he could from this result

derive a solution for the same K, but for positive Z by changing the signs

of i and C. Since, except for q and z, only real quantities appear in

the equations (P), (J), Xe and Z e must be a pair of roots, if XeE'

and Ze i are a pair of roots.

While Q, a change sign with i§, the parameters K and B remain

unchanged.

The calculation of 4, 4, E will have to be done in the same way as

in the case of real roots. For instance, if a complex pair of roots q, z of

the equation (P, P1) has been found one may derive with this result a

particular solution of the equations (4) or (6), respectively, by means

of the relation:
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' = cos o(a-+a, sin 2 w+ .. ')

a0 arbitrary,

a _ (5 + q) q2 z a _ (7+ q)q

a A Z.0 z a- Z...

where the quantities N, Z are to be found from (P 1 ). For the computation

of i and E one proceeds in a very similar manner as for the solution of the

inviscid system. The coefficients a and A are determined from (P1) and

the common factor of the A is rS/RT.

If one finally writes

, = ,() + i,:2 (E(), ' = -' +i, E- E + iE

and if one takes in the equations (5) the factor of i as solution it

follows that

b = e-^' [t cos (/X+t)-?2 sin (hX+pt)]

c= e- tt['1 sin (hXl+3t)+ ?2 cos (hX+ t)]

-- = e- t [E sin (h/ + -0t) +- E cos (h +t)] ,

44 If E = 0 a and 92' i2' E2 vanish; the form of the solution changes

into that which was assumed for the inviscid system in equation (2).

One obtains decaying waves as particular solutions of the equations

of motion. It can be shown that every flow pattern originating in the

rotating shell from given initial conditions - if friction proportional

to the relative motion is assumed - is composed of such waves. As in

the case of the inviscid system the proof is to be modeled after that

for the non-rotating shell.
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The approximation method which I shall use to find connected

values of q, z will be described for the equation (P, P 1 ). I choose for

this purpose the notations

,vt -.( q)(2.3--q), w, (3+q)(1--q,

wv3= 2.4(1 +q)(5+q)q2

(3 + q) (4. - q), w =- (5+q)(1-q+ 4) 6(3+q)(7 )

^ 7--
N,V -.

The equation (P, P1) has now the following form

IV.

0 o--W '22 w~ s -- Z

from which

it; + + ' 4- / r 4-
2 \^ W, KY, V r ^g 2-zw w w w 5

w (8)V2 t' ITV' lzvl; 4 lV2 I± ' WV2fla (8)

If one assumes any value of q, then wl, w2, w3, w4 are given, only

W5 contains the unknown z in M. Now one has to guess the magnitude of M

and substitute for it first an approximative value M1. With M1 one

computes the first approximation, say (z)1, to z from equation (8). This

(z)l is introduced in N5, Z7, N7 ... and used to calculate a new M, say M2.

With this one computes a new value w5 and another value of z, the 45

second approximation (z)2, and so on, until the difference between two

consecutive approximations indicates the desired degree of accuracy.
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In most cases one would have to carry out in this manner very

laborious calculations with complex qc if the first value of M is too

far from the true value. I prefer to proceed as follows: I have

already found for a real q = X the corresponding z. Now I change to a

q = Xe and assume first that , is very small, for instance arc 5°.

0°i
Then M will also differ very little from the value which it had for Xe

Thus one may introduce that real value as the first approximation M11,

carry out the calculation and find thus in most cases with the second

approximation the correct or a sufficiently accurate M. If one wishes now

to carry out the calculation for the same modulus of q and a larger ; one

can again introduce an approximate M by assuming that M changes from

L = 5° to C = 10° in a similar manner as between E = 0° and = 5°.

Thus much time is saved, but the computation of the complex pair of

roots is always very tedious work.

With regard to the sign of the square root in (8) no doubt can arise

if such a stepwise procedure is used provided that z is represented in the

form Z e- ~ because with very small the same sign is to be applied as

with real q and since Z, q, change continuously with ~.
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9. Friction. Examples for Progressing Decaying Waves of the

First Class

It was q = 1.156, z = 8.187 for westward migrating symmetrical waves

of the first class, Type I, first kind, if K = 10.94 that is, for a

spheroid with a rotational period of 24 hours. Starting with this value

5 0 i
of q let q = 1.156 e and find the corresponding z in the manner dis-

cussed above. Next one computes with the equations (7) K, , a, A3. One

will find K smaller than 10.94, , ao positive, g also positive and very

little different from the value of n belonging to the real q. This is 46

connected with a solution which represents a westward migrating decaying

wave for a spheroid whose period of rotation is more than 24 hours. If

the modulus of q is left unchanged and the value of the argument is

increased solutions are obtained which belong to smaller and smaller K,

that is to more slowly rotating spheroids. If solutions for K = 10.94

are wanted they will have to be found among those q = Xe' whose moduli

are larger than 1.156. We present in part A) of the following table the

values of z and ', 2,, a, 0 for X = 1.2 and some values of E. For S and

RT the same values are taken as in section 7.

£ remains positive as long as £ < and one has westward progressing

waves. But before > increases to i7/2 the sum C + i = 7/2, thus K = 0.

When i is larger K would be negative and the solution would be meaningless.

In order to find the solutions Type I for K = 10.94 and for all values

of the constant of friction from 2 = 0 to 2 = oo one would have to carry

out for a number of X the same calculations as have been made here for the

modulus 1.2. Between X = 1.156 and X = 1.2 2 will, with K = 10.94,

assume all values between zero and 0.35, the larger 2 belonging to the

First table A) in section 7.
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Decaying Symmetrical Waves of the First Class, Type I

(T cyclic period of the wave, () rotation period of shell)

._q = Nei z = Ze i

I X f Z

z

(Hour )t-- -* .- -

I - .*
T 0

(Hours)

A) Westward Migrating Waves of the First Kind

1. 2
1.2
1.2
1.2

02

6 24'
8° 0'

8030'

9.07
9.172
9.187
8.980

00

16058'
23053'
25013'

13.06
12.20
11.34
10.88

0
0.249
0.335
0.352

0
0.198
0.274
0.287

0.477
0.458
0.440
0.430

13.18
13.72
14.28
14.60

21.97
22.73
23.57
24.07

B) Eastward Migrating Waves

3.6
3.6
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.2
0.2'
0.2
0.2
0.22
0. 2

180°
170°

1800
170
150°
100°
90

180°
970
93027'
90°

180
91°0
900

85°
80°
0°

1.150
1.148
1.194
1.192
1.176
1.006
0.944
1.445
1.576
1.590
1.609
1.828
1.975
1.979

2.013
2.238

0

1°24'
00

1°37'
4o57'

16036'
22° 4'
0°

19050'
21010'
22°17'

00

5038 6
5°41

5047 '
0°

14.90
14.94
9.361
9.36
9.646

20.34
00

1.455
5.837

11.00
00

0.073
0.524

+00

(neg.)
0.034
0.089

0
0.055
0
0.055
0.159
0.339
O

0
0.472
0.593
00

0
0.659

00

0.487
0

0
0.025
0
0.025
0.071
0.088
0
0
0.092
0.069
0
0
0.086
0

0.346
0

-0.170
-0.167
-0.173
-0.170
-0.152
-0.044
0

-0.191
-0.047
-0.032
0

-0.214
-0.010
0

0.025
0.237

37.02
31.54
36.33
36.89
41.32

141.9
00

32.91
134.8
197.0

00

29.4
628.5

00

247.2
26.5

20.57'
20.54
25.95
25.95
25.56!
17. 60
0 1

65.81
32.86
23.93
0

293.6
109.7
0

429.3
265.3

C) Westward Migrating Waves of the Second Kind

7 0° 0.0389 0° 1.905 0 0 0.031 201.3 57.52

7 10° 0.0584 36°56' 1.984 0.039 0.033 0.031 200.3 56.36
7 20° 0.0946 42°54' 2.248 0.074 0.062 0.032 197.2 52.95

7 40° 0.1706 30048 ' 3.589 0.122 0.094 0.033 191.5 41.90

7 65°50' 0.2680 4026 ' 10.83 0.153 0.085 0.030 204.3 24.12

7 80° 0.3268 -12013 ' 34.87 0.188 0.057 0.023 271.0 13.44

q, z pairs of roots of equation (P, P1 ).

Westward migrating waves of the first kind.

N.B. Footnotes 6 and 7 in B) are missing in German text (Transl.).
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larger X. If comprehensive tables of the complex pairs of roots were

available which would supplement the real pairs q, z for Type I it would

be possible to obtain directly or by interpolation for each K and i the

appropriate q, z.

In the same manner one would proceed for Type II and the higher

types. But since the calculations require very much time we have to

confine ourselves to the Type I of the first class for which the computations

will be carried through in part, but will largely only be sketched.

We are now turning to the eastward migrating waves. For the waves of

Type I and first class we. had q = -3.047 = 3.047 e when K = 10.94. One

will first consider neighboring values of X and i. If one were to assume

i somewhat larger then fT one would arrive at negative Z. Hence we choose

Tr
i smaller than I. Between i = r and -= 23 remains negative, one obtains

eastward migrating waves. Values of X larger than 3.047 do not lead to 48

K = 10.94. If for the same X the E decreases from T to T/2 then K increases

toA. If one lets i decrease further K jumps to -A and retains in the

following interval negative, but with E decreasing values. This interval

is without significance for our problem. The quantity K attains zero, for

which value one obtains a solution for the non-rotating shell, and it

increases then with positive values until i = 0. But in this domain one

obtains waves moving westwards, not eastwards, because 3 is positive if

< T/2. One may compare in the preceding table the last two lines of

part B).

Finally one has to calculate a westward migration wave of the second

**
kind, first class, Type I. In the inviscid case the value q = 10.89

* First table B) in section 7.

**First table C) in section 7.First table C) in section 7.
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belongs to K = 10.94 in this case. Some value of q with an X which

differs little from 10.89 and with a very small ; will give a solution

with the same K and a very small Z. Experimenting shows that one has to

let X be smaller than 10.89 and g be positive to obtain K = 10.94.

Since we are looking for a solution with a large coefficient of friction k

we choose the modulus of q much smaller, X = 7. With this value table

C) has been computed. To find an even larger Z with K = 10.94 one would

have to take X even smaller, for instance 5. In this case the table

begins with a negative K at i = 0; when ~ increases K reaches zero and

changes then to positive values.

In the discussion of the solution for the inviscid system, equation

0°i
(P, P1), Type I we have noted that if q = Xe assumes all values from -oo

to +-x the corresponding solutions represent the eastward as well as the

westward migrating waves of both kinds; an interval between approximately

q = .1.5 and q - 6 belongs to negative values of K and is therefore without

10°i
physical significance. Suppose one would let q = Xe and let X assume

49 all values between -ao and +n. Then one would again obtain in the

corresponding solutions waves of all kinds, eastward for X = -o until very

close to X 0, westward of the first kind for the now following X and

westward of the second kind from a value somewhat less than 6 to infinite X;

in between there is again an interval with negative K. (For the eastward

waves, negative X, the sign of a would have to be changed to obtain positive I.)

20°i 90°i
Similarly one would have to proceed with Xe etc. until Xe . Thus

one would acquire tolerably sufficient tables for the Type I, first class,

symmetrical waves.
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Now the calculation for Type II of the same class would have to be

carried out, then for higher types, then similarly for other classes of

symmetrical waves and for some classes of asymmetrical waves. Anybody

who takes merely the trouble to find a single complex pair of roots q, z

of the equation (P, P1) will realize that the computation of comprehensive

tables is a very time-consuming operation. I have to confine myself to

drawing some conclusions from the calculation carried out thus far.

For a shell whose duration of rotation is 24 hours we shall first

consider the effect of friction on the cyclic period and on the decay

of the pressure excess as well as on the decrease of the velocities.

Westward Wave of the First Kind,

Q = O Cyclic period

( = 0.352 hr 1 Cyclic period

Decay in 24 hours

Type I

13.9 hours

14.6 hours

1/983

,= 0

= 0.593

Eastward Wave, Type I

Cyclic period

hr Cyclic period

Decay in 24 hours

36.6 hours

197 hours

1/5.2

k = 0

$ 9 = 0.153

Westward Wave of the Second Kind, Type I

Cyclic period 130.7 hours

hr 1 Cyclic period 204 hours

Decay in 24 hours 1/7.7
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Since the numbers for the three waves do not belong to the same

value of the frictional constant one has to try and guess with the aid

of the table how the change of the cyclic period and the decay vary if Q

increases from zero to infinity. One notices that the westward wave

of the first kind experiences a far smaller change of the cyclic period,

.but a. much larger decay than each of the other two.

The numbers in A) - which at any rate hold for spheroids of very similar

duration of rotation - show that ac grows rapidly with Q. Consequently the

westward wave of the first kind (Type I, as one sees clearly enough; and for

all types, also in the higher classes, the same behavior is certainly to be

expected) will decay faster, the larger the friction.

It is different for the eastward wave. From B) it is seen that the

ratio ua/Q is always less than 1/2, and that, other things being equal or

nearly equal, it becomes smaller the larger g is. With infinitely large

friction a( becomes zero. In this limiting case too no motion exists;

the pressure distribution does not change. The cyclic period of the east-

ward migrating wave will grow very noticeably with friction.

We must remember here that the two forms of waves just discussed are

connected to vibrations in the non-rotating shell, and that one must obtain

with each assumed value of Z a continuous series of the quantities a, B if

K grows from zero to 10.94 or to an arbitrarily large value. It is in the

non-rotating shell (see section 3) if

I \/-(j+ 1)RT , j/y )RT P~
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however, when

S2
2---> STtV4, 9 iS S t=2 + 4- S !

1 It j(j+1)RT _ o
X2 9 \4 S2.

Thus one has at first for small values of friction in the non-rotating 51

shell the constant ratio 1/2 between decay and friction coefficients. If

the shell is rotating this ratio becomes larger for that wave which

progresses opposite to the direction of rotation and becomes smaller for

the wave progressing in the direction of rotation.

With very large 9 one has only standing vibrations in the rotating

shell. One kind of these vibrations decays rapidly (a. close to 2), the

other lasts longer, the larger 2 (a near zero). Clearly, in the eastward

rotating shell the first kind changes into westward waves, the other into

the eastward waves.

Finally, we have found in the non-rotating shell also motions with

the decay parameter 2 (which correspond to the stationary motions of the

inviscid system and take place at constant pressure). These change in

the rotating shell into the westward waves of the second kind. It is seen

from C) that the ratio a/k decreases with increasing rotational velocity of

the shell; thus these waves decay more slowly in the rotating shell than

the corresponding motions in the non-rotating shell.

Figures 9, 10, 11 represent the three waves in an inviscid system. It

will be seen that in all three waves considerable velocities against the

gradient do occur. However, in regard to Buys-Ballot's rule a remarkable

difference exists between these waves. In the westward wave of the first
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kind, Fig. 9, the pressure distribution is everywhere opposite to this

ruLe; the eastward waves and the westward waves of the second kind follow

the rule.

One may compare with these figures Figs. 13, 14, 15 which represent

analogous waves with friction. In Fig. 13 the velocities against the lower

pressure as well as the deviations from Buys-Ballot's rule can be seen

very clearly. In Figs. 14 and 15, on the other hand, no noticeable

motion occurs from regions of lower to those of higher pressure, and the

pressure minimum is to the left of the wind direction in the Northern,

to the right in the Southern Hemisphere.

52 It is found that those motions decay fastest in the presence of

friction which are opposite to Buys-Ballot's rule in an inviscid system,.

on the rotating shell.

A similar situation was found for the zonal class. There the standing

vibrations have a pressure distribution just opposite to the rule when

2 = 0 while the rule holds for the stationary motions along latitude circles.

The "filling" motions into which the stationary motions change in the

presence of friction decay more slowly than the zonal oscillations.

It has been remarked above that Lno appreciable motion against the

direction of lower pressure can be recognized in Fig. 14. But this is

true only with regard to the scale in which the figure is drawn here. At

the place of the pressure maximum a wind (although a very weak one) in the

direction of wave propagation must exist, and at the pressure minimum the

wind must be in the opposite direction.

1 shall demonstrate this for the easterly wave by means of the

formulae which are to be derived for this case by the pair of roots
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'93027i 21010'i
q = 1.0 e / , z = 1.590 e of the equation (P, P1 ). If one

takes a0 = -2 it follows from the development into a continued fraction

that a2 = 0.279 + i 0.144, a4 = -0.010 - i 0.014. Finally one obtains the

solution in the form (5') where one has let h = 1, and

,(o) = cos w(-2 *00+0 28 sin2 o -0*01 sin' o)

' 2(o) c= os Wo( 0 14 sin 2 o-0 01 sin o()

,(t) -- 900--0O55 sin 2 t--0 11 sin o-+0'01 sing o
!,(")-- -2 18 sin2 o+0'31 sin' o-O 01 sin" o

103Ei(w) = 25l sin t- 1 7 sin 3 o-0 3 sin5 o
103E2(t) 23 6 sin -- 9 7 sin 3 -+-8 sin5 o

For w = 90°

103- 27-6e - t sin (X+3t-+32°2), b - 0,
c 2= 231 eS- sin (X +t-54°5).

At the time t the lowest pressure is at the location X = 90°,

X = 237.8 - 3t. Here c = -2.31 e sin 3.3°, the highest pressure at the

point = 90°, X + 3t =57.8°, with c = 2.31 e sin 3.3°. If the mean 53

pressure is denoted by 1000 the maximum pressure at the time t = 0 is

1027.6, the minimum 972.4; at the maximum the wind is a weak 0.13 (m sec )

eastward, at the minimum it is in the opposite direction with the same speed.
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The locations of absolute calm of this wave, which migrates eastward with

a cyclic period of 197 hours, is 3.3° west of the pressure maximum and

minimum.

On the following page the tables are found according to which Figs.

13, 14, 15 are plotted for the time t = 0. These figures should be

compared with Figs. 9, 10, 11 for the inviscid system. In particular it

is remarkable in the case of the westward wave of the first kind how the

meridians and parallels of latitude of the mean pressure of Fig. 9

combine into the line of mean pressure in the case of friction so that

the three separate regions of low pressure in the inviscid system appear

joint together in Fig. 13. In connection with the eastward wave it will

be seen that the curves of equal pressure which are flattened in the

inviscid system approach, in the presence of friction, that form which

they have in the non-rotating shell (Fig. 5). Thus the pressure distribution

approximates that represented by the spherical harmonic C sin o) sin X. We

have made a similar comment in connection with the filling motions of

the zonal class

In all waves, Figs. 13, 14, 15, the lines of equal pressure, especially

the mean pressure line and the neighboring curves, bulge in the direction

of the wave progression; in Figs. 13 and 14 the bulge is strongest at

the equator, in Fig. 15 between the equator and the latitude of the

pressure extremes.

The dashed lines denote the places where the zonal velocity component

vanishes. The dotted lines have the same meaning for the meridional

velocity.

Finally 1 wish to make a comment which suggests itself in connection

with the westward waves of the first kind. In the paper "On the Vibrations
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Decaying Symmetrical Waves of the First Class, Type I

et 1000 et b e c

A) Westward Wave of the First Kind (Fig. 13)
K = 10.88,Q = 0.351, a = 0.287, B = 0.430.

Cyclic period of the wave 14.6 hours
Decay in 24 hours 1/983 (a0 = 8)

00 0.0 sin (X+ 3t -145°) 8.0 cos(X+Bt +0°) -8.0 sin (X+ft + 0°)
15° 5.0 -140° 8.3 + 4° -8.1 + 5°

30° 8.1 -124° 9.0 + 15° -8.0 + 16°

45° 8.6 - 86° 9.4 + 27° -7.5 + 27°
60° 12.0 - 27° 8.4 + 39° -5.8 + 35°
750 21.0 + 4'0 5.1 + 45° -3.5 + 30°
900° 25.8 + 11° 0.0 + 45° -2.6 + 20°

B) Eastward Wave (Fig. 14)
K = 11.00, Q = 0.593, a = 0.069, 3 =-0.0316

Cyclic period 197 hours
Decay in 24 hours 1/5.23 (a0 = -2)

0° 0.0 sin (X+ Bt + 43°) -2.0 cos(X+Bt - 0°) 2.0 sin (X+Bt - 0°)

15° 8.8 + 43° -1.9 - 0° 2.0 - 40

30° 16.3 + 41° -1.7 - 1° 1.9 - 16°

45° 21.7 + 38° -1.3 - 2° 2.0 - 31°

60° 25.0 + 35° -0.9 - 3° 2.1 - 43°

75° 27.0 + 33° -0.5 - 5° 2.2 - 52°

90° 27.6 + 32° 0.0 - 4° 2.3 - 55°

C) Westward Wave of the Second Kind (Fig. 15)
K = 10.83, 9 = 0.153, c = 0.085, 1 = 0.0305

Cyclic period 204 hours
Decay in 24 hours 1/7.68 (a0 = 7)

0° 0.0 sin (X+ Bt + 8°) 7.0 cos(X+Bt + 0°) 7.0 sin (X+ft +180°)

15° -20.3 + 10° 6.5 + 3° 5.0 +170°

30° -25.6 + 13° 5.1 + 12° 1.5 +124°

45° -21.9 + 16° 3.4 + 24° 3.7 + 51°

60° -14.8 + 13° 2.1 + 38° 5.0 + 49°

75° - 9.0 - 3° 0.9 + 48° 6.4 + 65°

900 - 7.7 - 15° 0.0 + 52° 6.5 + 69°
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of Periodically Heated Air" (Sitz.-Ber. 1890) I have carried out some

calculations on the theory of the daily barometer oscillation under

certain simplifying assumptions. It was found that in a rotating

inviscid atmospheric shell semidiurnal pressure oscillations of large

amplitude may originate because of small oscillatory excitation of the

same period, for instance, by semidiurnal temperature waves of very

small amplitude, while diurnal pressure waves of equally large amplitudes

could be excited only by much larger temperature variations. Lord Kelvin

had predicted without carrying out the calculation that the large semi-

diurnal barometer oscillation can only be explained by the assumption

that a free wave (second class) in the air shell has nearly the vibration

period of 12 hours so that a forced wave with this period attains a

relatively large amplitude. In the paper referred to I have computed the

forced oscillation, but for the analogous free waves the calculations are

carried out here for the first time. For an inviscid atmospheric shell

of the dimensions anid rotational period of the earth and of the absolute

temperature 273° one has:

Free waves of the first class, westward, cyclic period; 13.87, 9.22,

6.63, ...; 130.7, 309.5, 572.2 ... hours; thus the one which comes closest

to 24 hours is 13.87 hours (first table in section 7).

Free waves of the second class, westward, period of vibration 11.94

hours for Type I, and smaller values for the higher types of the first kind,

93.7 for Type I and larger values for the higher types of the second

kind; thus the vibration period which comes closest to 12 hours is 11.94

hours (second table in section 7).

The cyclic period of all other westward waves of the first and second

kind in a shell with a rotation period of 24 hours is for all waves of the
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first class farther away from 24 hours than the value 13.87. We have

seen that this duration is increased only to 14.6 hours by rather large 56

friction. It is probable that a similar situation holds for the second

class so that even with friction the vibration period of a free westward

wave of the second class is closer to 12 hours than the period a free

wave of the first class is to 24 hours. Accordingly also if friction

is present the forced semidiurnal pressure oscillation would have a

relatively larger amplitude than the diurnal one.

The calculation for forced oscillations in the presence of friction

for the rotating air shell is much easier to carry out than that for

free waves because the most cumbersome part, the determination of the

period, is avoided. A detailed treatment of this problem will be given

in a future communication.
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Legends of Figures

Fig. 1
and 2 None

Fig. 3 Waves in inviscid air.

Fig. 4 Air waves with friction. (The arrows of the middle horizontal

row should be reversed.)

Fig. 5 Non-rotating shell without friction. Westward migrating

symmetrical waves, first Class , Type I. Cyclic Period 28.07 hours.

Fig. 6 Non-rotating shell without friction. Westward migrating

symmetrical wave, first Class, Type II. Cyclic period 11.46 hours.

Fig. 7 Non-rotating shell without friction. Westward migrating

asymmetric wave, first Class, Type I. Cyclic period 16.20 hours.

Fig. 8 Non-rotating shell without friction. Stationary symmetrical

motion. First Class, Type I (streamlines).

Fig. 9 Frictionless system. Rotation period of shell 24 hours. Westward

migrating wave. First Class, Type I. Cyclic period 13.87 hours.

Fig. 10 Frictionless system. Rotation period of shell 24 hours. Eastward

migrating symmetrical wave. First Class, Type I. Cyclic period

36.57 hours.

Fig. 11 Frictionless system. Rotation period of shell 24 hours. Westward

migrating waves of the second kind. First Class, Type I.

Cyclic period 130.7 hours.

Fig. 12 Frictionless system. Rotation period of shell 24 hours. Westward

migrating wave of the second kind. Second Class, Type I.

Cyclic period 187.5 hours.

Fig. 13 Rotation period of shell 24. 07 hours. Constant of friction

k = 0.352 hr . Westward migrating decaying wave. First Class,

Type I. Cyclic period 14.6 hours. Decay in 24 hours 1/983.
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Fig. 14 Rotation period of shell 23.93 hours. Constant of friction

Z = 0.593 hr 1 . Eastward migrating decaying wave. First

Class, Type I. Cyclic period 197 hours. Decay in 24 hours

1/5.23.

Fig. 15 Rotation period of shell 24.12 hours. Constant of friction

k = 0.153 hr . Decaying westward migrating wave of the second

kind. First Class, Type I. Cyclic period 204 hours. Decay

in 24 hours 1/7. 7.
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AIR MOTIONS IN A ROTATING SPHEROIDAL SHELL

PART III

by

Max Margules

With 2 Tables (4 Figures)

(Vol. 102, IIa, 1893)

1369 In the two preceding parts of this investigation the free air motions

in an isothermal rotating shell bounded by two level surfaces were studied.

It was possible to classify the motions of air in the absence of friction

completely as long as the linear terms in the aerodynamic equations are

sufficient for the discussion of the motion, and the general mathematical

developments could be carried and illustrated by examples. It was further

possible to include friction in the calculations if one is satisfied with

the assumption of a surface friction.

The experience gained at this occasion presented an invitation to

investigate the effect of friction on waves which are caused by temperature

variations or by periodic forces. The problem of the forced waves is

related to the phenomenon of the diurnal barometer variation, and it

appeared to me desirable to carry out in greater detail the calculations

which had been dealt with only for inviscid air in the paper "On the
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Oscillations of Periodically Heated Air." The repetition of some of

the arguments and calculations carried out in the earlier paper is unavoid-

able under these circumstances.

The mean variation of the air pressure related to the solar day at a 1370

place A is represented by an irregular curve, if the apparent time is

the abscissa, the deviation of the pressure from the mean is the ordinate.

If this curve is represented by a number of superimposed sine curves

corresponding to the periods of 24, 12, 8 ... hours, the first and the

second have considerable amplitudes (in continental tropical locations of

the order 1/760 of the normal pressure), while the third and the subsequent

terms are rather insignificant and may for now be neglected. It is possible

to represent the mean daily variation of the air pressure at the location A

for any day of the year almost completely by

C, sin (+'3)+C 2 sin (2vOJ± 2) -

C C 6V 6 are functions of the season, v is the day, 6 the apparent
1' 2'1 2

local time at A.

In a nearby location B which differs from A only by its geographical

longitude the same formula holds for the daily pressure variation if e now

denotes local time at B.

If the earth's surface were uniform, or if its properties changed only

with the geographic latitude, then what has been said here about the points

A and B would hold everywhere on a parallel of latitude. If one denotes

now by t the apparent local time at the zero meridian, with X the easterly

Sitz.-Ber. Vol. 99, 1890, in the following denoted as P. 1890.
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longitude then on such an ideal earth the daily variation of the air

pressure would be represented by

E sin (X+vt+±,)+E 2 sin(2X+2v4+s2),

two simple westward migrating waves. E, E, 6- 6 would be functions

of the latitude, altitude, and season.

The daily temperature variation is to be regarded as the probably

cause of the daily barometer variation. For the first term, the 24-hourly

vibration, the connection has been demonstrated empirically. For the

second term, the semi-diurnal oscillation, there remains in this connection

an obstacle which has not yet been removed.

It would be a theoretical problem to investigate which pressure

waves can be generated on an earth with the just described regular features

by westward propagating temperature waves or by other periodic excitation.

But this problem too presents unsurmountable difficulties if one wants to

solve it by one single calculation which comprises all essential features.

It is more promising to subdivide the problem and to investigate the

effect of individual circumstances by considering a number of simple systems.

The simple case of the pressure wave generated in a pipe by a

progressive temperature wave may serve as introduction. For the sake

of a shorter calculation it will be assumed also here that the friction

is proportional to the velocity of the air particle; the pipe is assumed

at rest, and its axis may be the x-axis. Further, T is the absolute temperature,

p the pressure if the air is at rest, RT the ratio of pressure to density,

hence v/ the velocity of propagation of a strictly isothermal wave.

T(1+T) is the variable temperature, p(l+E) the pressure of the moving air.
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If T is a very small fraction c will in general also be small, and

the velocity n will remain small too.

1
The equations of motion and of continuity are, if no external

forces are acting on the air,

-RT- = +l, -- x 0
4 7 Bt Ot Bt 4x

Q is the constant of friction.

If one lets

A sin (mx+nt),

a temperature wave propagating in the -x direction is assumed if m and n

are positive. m = 2T/L, n = 27/0, L the wave length, 0 the period,

L/e = n/m = V the velocity of propagation of the wave.

With these values of T one obtains 1372

- KA sin (mx+nt+r), ut - MA sin (mx+nt+t),

where the constants K, M, r, % are to be determined with the aid of the

equations of motion. (The solution is found fastest by putting pre-

liminarily T = Be (mxnt), u = Ce i(mx+nt) B and C are

complex quantities). Besides these motions one has also all free motions

which are possible in a pipe of constant temperature. These have been

given in the Introduction to Part II. They are to be disregarded here

since we are only dealing with the forced wave.

If one introduces for brevity

La2n2 RTm2 \/a+n±l -l b, \/ n1t±1- -
tI

Compare P. 1890.
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one has

un1 II/ 11 tI 2 . I RTt 2

_K -b-, cosTV - - , sin-rf l=

RTmnn a2 nl
M-- b2 , cosV--- b?, sin -- b2

All roots are taken with the positive sign. We consider first the case

that

n 2-R Tm 2 > , (1

or V > ART; the velocity of propagation of the temperature wave, hence

also that of the forced pressure wave, is larger than that of a free

isothermal wave in inviscid air (which is 279.9 m s at T = 273°).

For g = 0 it is n = 0 and T = y. As g increases % becomes larger

until it reaches 3j/2 for o = oo. q1 increases first with j, reaches a

maximum when g = 0 and then decreases again; its value remains always

between 0 and 7r/2.

If the motion is without friction the maximum of the pressure

coincides with the temperature maximum, and at the location of the

1373 maximum the velocity is highest in the direction of propagation.

In the presence of friction the pressure maximum precedes the

temperature maximum, but remains always within the next quarter wave

length; the location of the strongest wind in the direction of propagation

is found in the same interval, the wind maximum approaching closely the

place of mean temperature if friction is strong. In the following the

conditions for 9 = 0 and for large friction are shown schematically.

The large arrows show the direction of wave propagation, the small arrows

the wind direction.
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v > vRT

Without Friction Friction

0 T max 0 T min 0 0 T max 0 T min 0

0 C max 0 £ min 0 £ max: 0 £ min 0

0 u min 0 u max 0 u min 0 u max 0

When

n2-RTm 2 < O, (2)

2
or V < ERT the a in the formulae for K, n, M, , is negative and will be

replaced by -a .

For g = 0 it is p = TV, = 0. If g grows from zero to infinity n

7I
decreases continuously from IT to 0, C from'0 to - .

If the motion is without friction, the pressure minimum coincides

here with the temperature maximum; in the presence of friction the pres-

sure minimum follows the temperature maximum and approaches the temper-

ature minimum closely if Z is large.

The places of strongest winds coincide with the pressure extremes

if the motion is without friction, but with large friction they move back

towards the places where the pressure is equal to the mean.
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1374 V < rT

Without Friction Friction

0 T max 0 T min 0 0 T max 0 T min 0

l l I I I 1I I I- | 1 .1

0 c min 0 c max 0 c max 0 £ min 0

0 u max 0 u min 0 0 u max 0 u min

The larger the friction, the smaller is the influence of the velocity

of propagation on the ratio of pressure wave to temperature wave;

in the limiting case ' = X one has K = 1, r = 0o, M = 0, O.no matter whether

V is larger or smaller than /RT; if the air in the pipe does not move, the

density remains constant and the pressure changes to the same extent as

the absolute temperature.

If p denotes the density at rest, y(l + a) the density of the moving

air a = £ - T; from the continuity equation

btj Ot
o AnD

it follows that

3 == -- M.A sin (rnxnt+) = -V

n ~ ~ ~ -V.

Accordingly, in the forced as well as in the free wave, the location of

maximum velocity in the direction of wave propagation is also the location

of maximum density.
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The case when the air is set in motion by a periodic force pro-

gressing along the pipe can be reduced to the previously treated problem.

If 9W/ax is the force acting on the unit of mass is the x-direction, and

if the temperature remains constant, the equations of motion are

a(W--RT.s) a>t e au

~~-ax =tat at

Upon introducing

W-RT-s -RT.y,

the equations become 1375

_1, Olt Bl, +a RT +it-RT W 3- - II-I = 0.-' =a+at zT + axT =

These are the same differential equations as in the preceding case,

except that y has replaced e and that -W/(RT) appears instead of T.

If now the potential of the periodic force is given by

W -= C. sin (tnx+ nt)

C/(RT) replaces the earlier A. One obtains

C
-. = l. - .sin (mnx + t +- ).

M and 4 have the same forms as before, £ is found most easily

from the continuity equation

M- C
l __- CT- sin (mx+nti+-).

VjRT

In the schematic representation of the frictionless motion, one

has merely to replace T max by W min, T min by W max in order to view

at a glance the pressure and flow distribution for this case.
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In the two representations of the motion with friction, the places

of largest velocity are unchanged; £ max coincides with u max, £- min with

u max.

First, the pressure waves in a rotating shell forced by temperature

waves will be computed. The method which had been used for the free waves

can here not be applied to all cases, but at least to large groups

including among others those examples which have been considered in the

1890 paper. These examples will be computed anew for motion without

friction and with strong friction; they will be represented by diagrams

and their relations to the corresponding free waves will be studied.

In an appendix the equations of motion of a mass point on a rotating

1376 potential surface will be given; from these the equations for air moving

in a shell bounded by two potential surfaces can be derived.

A second appendix contains subjects which do not belong to the

topics indicated in the title of the paper, but their consideration

appears useful for a theory of the daily pressure oscillation.

A. Motion of the air in a vertical column. If the column is

infinitely high and subject to a temperature vibration of long period,

the pressure at the surface remains unchanged; the pressure at a given

height would equal that which would prevail there if the temperature

existing at the given time remained constant. In the case of the diurnal

and semidiurnal oscillations, the deviations from the static pressure

are completely negligible. The barometric formula is applicable as a

very good approximation. The same holds for a column of limited height

whose open upper end is in contact with the free atmosphere. The forced
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oscillations in such an air column are easily computed. They can also

be compared with those which are caused by the daily heating in alpine

bowls and narrow valleys; according to these comparisons, one has to

judge the differences which the daily pressure oscillation shows there

in contrast to those over the flatland.

B. Progressive wave in an atmosphere with plane or cylindrical

lower boundary. In the shell we had considered a motion in the two

dimensions longitude and latitude; now we are considering a motion in

the two dimensions length and height. If the period is a day or half a

day and the wave length is of the order of the earth's radius, it is

sufficient to substitute the barometric formula for the equation of

vertical motion. This is verified on the basis of a case computed

previously and by another example, in which the amplitude of the temperature

wave has a constant value in a horizontal slab of air, while outside

this layer the temperature does not change. This case has been calculated

to examine a hypothesis of Hann's about the cause of the semidiurnal

pressure wave.

In all cases the relative excess pressure at altitude z can be

separated into two parts: L = co + dz where o denotes the value of £

at the surface. Only the latter remains of interest; 6z can be derived 1377

from the known temperature distribution by means of the barometric

formula, or one can, conversely, compute the temperature oscillation if

6 is known. Hann has carried out such calculations for numerous cases.
z

The critical velocity of propagation is as large for the atmos-

phere as for a layer of constant density. The maximum of Co occurs

simultaneously with the temperature maximum if the wave migrates faster

than a free wave.
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If this result is combined with the one which has been found for the

diurnal wave-in a thin rotating atmospheric shell, one concludes: If a

diurnal temperature wave progresses over the earth and if the phase of

this wave is the same at all latitudes, while the amplitude is a function

of latitude and altitude only, then the maximum of o in the forced

pressure wave must coincide with the temperature maximum.

C. The main features of the observed characterics of the diurnal

pressure wave are summarized according to the publications of Hann and

Angot. The maximum of c occurs nearly at the same time as the minimum

of the 24 hourly temperature oscillation.

One has to note that because of the irregularity of the earth's

surface and of the cloudiness, the assumption made regarding the

temperature wave does not correspond to the conditions on the earth.

The daily heating progresses with nearly constant amplitude on every day

only over separate, relatively small areas and has in each such region

almost the character of a standing oscillation.

D. Standing temperature oscillations which take place only in a

small area of the atmosphere cause in such an area pressure vibrations

whose maximum occurs simultaneously with the temperature minimum,

while the pressure variation outside the area is small. The situation

will be similar for progressive temperature waves if they only migrate

over small distances.

1378 That the world-wide diurnal pressure variation is caused by heating

of this kind appears a widely held assumption. However, one has not

realized that the local irregularities of the heating wave are essential

in this connection. Also no attempt has been made previously to compute

the forced pressure oscillation.
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If the temperature amplitude at the surface is 30 and if it increases

with the altitude exponentially so that at 900 m it is only 1°, the surface

pressure amplitude is 0.7/760 of the mean pressure according to the

calculation.

With this result the investigation of the diurnal wave is concluded.

If the exciting cause of the regular semidiurnal wave were known, the

calculations carried out here would be sufficient for a fairly complete

solution of the problem of the daily barometer variations.

10. Forced Waves in a Rotating Shell

If one retains all assumptions on which the developments of Section

8 are based except the assumption of constant temperature of the shell,

the equations of motion in the narrower sense remain unchanged and only

the equation of continuity contains a new term. Let T denote the mean

absolute temperature of the shell, T(l + T) the temperature at a given

place at time t, and let T be a small fraction. Then one has to deal

with the following equations.

RTS be ~b
-s~ -- s ±Ib-2vcos".c

RT 8s 'Ocb b,

RT do o c
-c -- , = -^ +-±lc+2^vcos .b,

S sin} (o< at

2 - - I ((b sinfo) 2 C- _o
an~~~~ -2-+ l~ 0 + a 0)-

-t t S sinw ow /

We shall compute those air motions in the rotating shell which are

caused by the westward migrating temperature waves. For k = 0 (inviscid
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1379 air) special solutions have already been given elsewhere. We shall now

assume that the air in the thin shell experiences a frictional force

proportional to the velocity. It will be convenient for the calculation to

introduce the periodic function as an exponential with imaginary

exponent. Let

= F(w) em (h1+f);?

Pressure and velocities in the forced waves are assumed in the following

.i(hX + nt) , i(hX + nt) i(hx + n t )
forms: b = i(o))e c = (w)e , £ = E()e , the

notation being the same as in Section 8; also the abbreviations

2v nrS
n-li-r, -= __ --r' 1 R T

are retained. Similarly as in Section 8 two equations are derived

i2h: sin-w)E =- sin (do s -h( qcos w.)-Z sin2 ..F (A)

d ·rS
sin-hqt -(sin'"w . E) - (1 -q 2 +q2 sins ). (B)

do -RT (B)

Only the first of these equations contains the temperature function F.

We shall confine ourselves to the case that this function, and

consequently also the forced temperature wave is symmetrical to the

equator (symmetric solutions). The computation presents no difficulty

for these--and also for the antisymmetric--solutions after the calculations

for free waves, as long as F(u) can be represented for odd h by an
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finite series of odd powers of sin w, for even h by a similar series

with even powers, and provided that the first term of the series is

h
sin o or a higher power.

Symmetric solutions of odd class (especially of the first class). If

F(o)) =-(C, sin + C3 sin 3 w+...)

the coefficients in the series 1380

' = cos to(a 0 -+a sin' w+a sin'o+...),

rS
E =-R T( A t sin w+A3 sinlw+ ... )

are to be determined by substituting q and c into the Eqs. (A) and (B).

From the two systems of relations which are obtained, one can eliminate

Al, A3, ... ; there remains a sequence of equations between the unknown

coefficients a 0, a 2 ... and the given constants C1, C3 ...

.i2(1--q )a o ,_ (l + hq -- ( I -1- q ) a
o

l-q2)a q2 a0 ' = (3- h -( ) -C
3+hq l +hq (3 hqa 2 -- hq)ao-C,

2 ('l--q)a2 +±q a2 _-a =- (--)a +qa -- (5-hq)a,-(4--hq) a 2-C
5 + hq 3 + ±hq

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,j

Forced Waves of the First Class. Let h = 1 and let C3, C5, as

well as all following coefficients of the F-series be zero so that the

temperature wave
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C!
r-= Ssin .ei(+ (

Then the third and the following equations of the system (1) are identical

with the corresponding relations between the coefficients a which hold

for free oscillations; one has generally (comp. Section 6)

a_ - p'-(j+3+q)q 2 z a, (5 + q)q

zj+, and - &~~Ij-2 _____- a3 _-.._Z

where the N and Z are to be taken from the Eqs. (P1) of Section 6, Part

II. The only difference compared to the free waves is that now a0 does

1381 not remain arbitrary, but is determined by C1 . Consequently, all the

other coefficients too have C1 as a factor. In the system (1) the first

equation is satisfied identically; if one introduces in the second

equation the value of a2/a0 given above one has

(1 + q)(3+q) C,
o 3

-I,.\~ --...

(If, n, z is a pair of real values belonging to a free wave in

the inviscid system, the denominator on the right-hand side becomes

zero, Eq. (P), Sectio; 6, and a0 is infinite. In the presence of friction

the denominator cannot vanish; a real n and a complex z do not satisfy

the Eq. (P), because in the presence of friction no free wave can exist

without damping.)

One has further

a2' 2 a0 a =

a/2 a0
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accordingly p. Next the coefficients of the E series

(1 -q) 1) (1-_q) a +qqa (1--q2) a, + 2a

-+ ' q - 3+ q +

and if one writes

RT E
-- %+r, sin-cm+...---~ + -x,, + sink+... S fl)rS sin ow

it will be found that

-a . 3 q (a,,-a 2)-a 2 5 q (a 2 -a,)-- a
-- na . --2 2 2 - -..

3 + q 5 +q

[Eqs. (pl) of Section 7]

The pressure wave generated by the temperature wave C1 and the

corresponding wind distribution have thus been computed.

No difficulty is presented by the case that not only C1 , but also

C3 and some other coefficients of the F series are different from zero.

It would be superfluous to derive here the relevant formulae since they

are to be found by a completely analogous procedure. We confine ourselves

also in the following examples to the temperature wave (C1 ).

For h = 3, a wave of the third class, the system (1) could only be 1382

used if C1 = 0, likewise for h = 5 only if C C3 =0. In other cases,

the series would have to be arranged in powers of cos w; one would have

F(o)) -- sin tu (K,-+ K. c os w+Kt cos4tu+...),
nS

rS
? = bl cos,-+b3 cos 3 w+..., E =T sin t(BB--B 2 cos2w+...)

RT
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These lead to developments which do not permit application of Laplace's

method of determining the coefficients since the equations corresponding

to the system (1) contain four unknown coefficients.

The procedure of the development (but not a method permitting the

complete performance of the computation) has been given by Lord Kelvin

[Phil. Mag. (4), 50, p. 388]. It might perhaps be possible to find an

auxiliary function which permits one to have only three coefficients in

each equation.

For the shell at rest the calculation does also in this case not

present any difficulties.

Example 1. Forced wave of the first class in a rotating shell

without friction. Rotation period 24 hours, cyclic period 24 hours.

I 1 sin w. sin (v4-X).

We let

T= 273 , R = 287 m2 .sec- 2 Centigrad- 1,

= V =924.-60.60 sec-, 2 S = 4.107 m.

Because of the assumptions n = v, Z = 0, one has

q 2, S ' x--= 2- 735,

further since the amplitude of the temperature wave at the equator (T--)

See Part II, p. 11, footnote.
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has been assumed as 1°

C, 1
uS 273-- 1 6959.

If one writes

N, -3.(2.3-2)+5.3z,

\ -- 5.(4.5-2)+7.3z, Z3 2.4.3.7.4z,

N - 7.(6.7-2)+9.3z, Z, 4.6.5.9.4z,

one has assembled everything required for the computation of the velocities

and the pressure. One obtains the solution in the form

= E(). sin (X+vt), b = T() cos (X+ t), c =- ,() sin (X+/)

and the following values for E, q,

I0 )3E(o) -- 4 20 sin o- I 55 sin 3 - 1 -28 sini-0 39sin 7o

-0 06 sin 9 -...

(o) =- cos m -- 0 71-0 51 sin -O- 17 sin 4 o

-0'03sin 6 o....

,(o,) -0- 71-00'14 sisin' 20 -462 sin 0-1 sin
-'05 sins o.

With these expressions the table has been computed from which Fig. 1

has been constructed. The velocities are given in m/sec.
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I
' - I '273.r 103 S b c i

1~ II
i.II-

00, 0 0 -0-71 cos(kO+vt) 0-71 sin ()+^,t)

15 1 0-26 sin I(+vt) 1.06 sin (k+vt) -0-72 070

30 0 -50 -186 -0-74 0-64

45 0 71 7215 -0-72 050.

60 1 0-87 1 84 -- 0'60 0'24

175 0:97 , 1'22 -0'35 -003

90 100 091 0 ~ -0-15

The temperature amplitude is 1° at the equator and 0.71 in 45°

latitude; the corresponding pressure amplitudes are (at a mean pressure of

1000) 0.91 and 2.15, thus at 45° latitude much larger than at the equator;

this is connected with the fact that the circumference of that latitude

1384 circle is very nearly equal to the distance which a free wave travels in

a pipe during 24 hours.

In Part II of this paper we had found the cyclic periods of westward

wandering free waves on a spheroid of the size and rotational period of

the earth, namely for waves of the first kind 13.87, 9.22, 6.63 ... hours,

for waves of the second kind 130.7, 309.5, 572.2 ... hours. In the present

example we are dealing with a forced wave of the cyclic period 24 hours.

One might suspect that to this wave belongs as the nearest free wave the

one with a period of 13.87 hours (Type I, first kind); in this case the

minimum of the pressure at the equator would have to coincide with the

maximum temperature since the forced wave progresses more slowly than the

free wave. However, it is found that the temperature and the pressure wave
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have equal phase at all latitudes. Our forced wave is rather in the

domain of the free wave Type I, second kind, 130.7 hours cyclic period,

which it resembles in its form (compare Fig. 1 with Figs. 9 and 11 of

Part II). If one considers forced waves whose cyclic period grows step

by step from 13.9 hours it is easy to follow the transition from the

waves belonging to Type I, first kind, to the waves of Type I, second kind.

For this purpose it suffices to compute only one more case of the forced

wave, of 15 hours cyclic period.

1 ), hours
=- 273n (A +nt),-- 15 hours,273 sn(lu)n

2?r
-- 24 hours
V

We show the expression for 10 E belonging to this wave with the

corresponding expressions for the two free waves and the forced wave

represented by Fig. 1 (see following table).

.[1] Free Wave
C.P. 13.87 hours

Const.{ 9.57

-13.42

-15.10

-5.11

-0.89

-0.09

sinwe

3sin di

. 5
sin w

7
sin d

9
sin i

sin11sin d}

7.66

-6.89

-7.07

-2.32

-0.40

-0.04

sins

3
sin dc

5
sin w

7
sin w

9
sin c

11
sin w

4.20 sinw

-1.55 sin 3w

-1.28 sin w

7
-0.39 sin w

-0.06 sin9w

-0.01 sinc1 1

[4] Free Wave
C.P. 130.7 hours

Const.{ 10.73

-0.33

-5.06

-2.05

-0.38

-0.04

sinw

sin 3

. 5
sin w

. 7
sin w

. 11

sin i}

sin cor

For the free wave [1] a change in the sign of E occurs at w = 43°;

accordingly E in the more slowly progressing forced wave [2] is negative at
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the equator, positive at high latitudes; in the free wave [4] E has the

same sign for all values of w, and the same holds for the forced wave [3].

1385 In [2] c is negative at the equator in that hemisphere where T is positive.

In [3] T and £ have the same sign everywhere. The wave dealt with in

Example 1 is thus to be considered in connection with the free wave of the

second kind Type I; its behavior corresponds to that of a forced wave in

the pipe if V > VRT.

Example 2. Forced wave of the first class with friction. Cyclic

period 24 hours.

With the same values of R, T, S, V, n as in Example 1 and with

one has

r =v(l-i), q -= i, z= 2735(1 -).

-1 12
-Instead of V = v one may also write k = - hours = 3.82 hours.

The friction is assumed so large that the velocity of a plane layer of

air progressing straight ahead without pressure difference between two

plates decreases with this 2 in 3.82 hours to l/e of its initial value.

If one lets again

t = ,73 sin X. sin (X+vtj

and computes similarly as for free waves

b =- cos ^ +ot)--?2 sin (A+ v), c = = sin ( )+- cos( ),

E sin( )-+E2 cos( )
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For pole distances of 15° each, one obtains the following table from

which Fig. 2 has been plotted.

t K 273: 103 b 1386
CU 1386

' i
0° 0 sinO,+-v-+ 709) -- 049cos(-+t - 36?6) 049sin( +vt -36°6)

115 1026sin(,-t+t) 1'04 4 9-0 -0'49 --362 0'49 -35-0

30 0-50 1 -92 -+12 2 -0-47 -34-6 0 49 -334

45 0 71 12948 -+-17 6 -0-44 -30 7 0 48 -33- 0

60 0-87 272 -- 24-3 -0-35 -28-0 0 45 -36 9

75 097 2-72 -+305 -020 -25'9 042 -450

90 1 00sin(i-+- t)i2 -69sin(-+-t+33' 3) 0 cos +vt- - 25'0) 0'40sin (,+t--48' 0)
i i

The temperature wave has here the same form as in Fig. 1. However,

only the locations of the maximum and minimum have been drawn; the curves

273.5° and 272.5° are omitted for the sake of clearness.: The dotted curve

connects the points where b = 0, the dashed curve those points where c = 0.

The maximum of the pressure migrates at every latitude ahead of the

maximum of the temperature, at the greatest distance at the equator

where the maximum of c occurs 2.2 hours before the T maximum. If one makes

the calculations with the same T wave, but with values of g which are

increasing from zero to o, the time difference between pressure and

temperature maximum increases rapidly at first to a maximum value, which

reaches not quite 3 hours, then the difference decreases again to zero,

corresponding closely to the behavior of the forced wave in the pipe when

V > /RT. If A denotes the arc which measures how far west the pressure

maximum at the equator is from the temperature maximum, then with
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....... 0 3 00

it is

A ...... 37°6 33°3 14°9 0

The form of the pressure wave in Fig. 2 is quite different from

1337 that in Fig. 1 since the largest amplitude is now at c = arc 700 and

since its value differs little from that at the equator. Since for

c = o the e-amplitude at every latitude becomes equal to the T-amplitude

it is clear that the pressure amplitudes in the presence of friction turn

out to be larger at some latitudes than in the inviscid system.

Symmetrical solutions of even classes (especially of the second class).

If h is even and if the function F in the expression for the variable

temperature term

= - F(o)ei(h+n)

is given by

F() = 1(C- C, sin 2n C sini+ ... ),nS 2

the following forms are to be assumed for P, E

p = cos w (a sin co-+a 3 sin3 . .+..

rS
ER T(A +A 2 sin1w+...).

One may assume CO different from zero only in the case h = 0; for all
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other h it must be C = 0 since the temperature at the poles would other-
0

wise have no definite value.

If one substitutes the series for F, c, E into the equations (A) and

(B) one obtains two systems of relations between the coefficients. First

2
one has h = 0 and hqA0 0; hence A 0= 0 for all h except h = 0. By

elimination of A2, A4 ... it follows that
2' 4

2) 2h ,(2)
/2 (1 -q')qa 3 (-q) ( 1-q+)qa __

4+hq 2+hq

h (l .-.. qg)a, + qa, _ ( I- q2) a . .+ q' a l = (6--hq)a,-(5-_sq) a-C,.
6+hq 4+hq

Forced wave of the second class h = 2. We confine ourselves again

for the sake of brevity to the case that only C2, the first coefficient

of the F series, is different from zero. The first equation of system

(2)' is an identity. From the third and all following equations one has

a, (6+2q)q'z
a ---- [N,Z from P2] 1388

t IV -Z6

just as for the free oscillations of the second class. al is determined

from the second equation if one introduces the ratio just given

(2+2q)(4+2q) C,
at Z

'V2 x,4 .
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(With those real pairs of values n, z which belong to the symmetrical

free waves of the second class in the inviscid medium the denominator of

the right-hand side becomes zero and al infinitely large.)

It is further

aj (j+3+2q) q'z
a-- ,T j-- ') = 3-, ,5 7 .

Aaj_ -4- 3
Nj t3 -...

which relation permits the computation of the coefficients in the series

for p; next are the coefficients of the E-series
.. .

O (lq)a, A- (1-q 2)a 3+q 'a,A -0 A, A --4 Ai
2+2q '4+2q

Finally, the i-series for which one may write

RT 2E, =- a, sin (+a3 sin"3)+ ... - cos .'' Sfl "+%Sfl + rS 'sin q cos .,

q-- (a)- - a3 3q (a3--a)--a,.
7. -- a, 13 1~ [. -- 3 3 3

2+ q 3+q

Here too a similar restriction must be made for the higher classes,

as in the case of the odd classes. For h = 4 the development can be

applied only if the F-series begins with C4; otherwise the calculation

would have to be carried out so that the series for F, P, E consist of

ascending powers of cos W.

Example 3. Forced wave of the second class for inviscid motion in

the rotating shell. Cyclic period of the wave 24 hours (period 12 hours).

1389 The temperature wave is given by

1
3 -- 23 sin 2 w sin (2X+2vt)

and the same values are assumed for R T , S as in the previous examples.

and the same values are assumed for R, T, \$, S as in the previous examples.
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Further

I -lO. n =-2v,

so that

q221 S2
q = , -" -4 ----- - x = 10 9

One has now

N2 -4.(3.4-2)

22V4- 6. (5. 6 - 2)

X2 - 8.(7.8- 2)

2 1
2.w VS - ~-7

7Z 2.6.4.8

74 4.8.6.10.x

2 3K3917m. sec-'

and one obtains the following expressions for the determination of the

pressure and the velocity

10'E - -1387 sino-84 2 sinIow-2t Osinw -2-9sin'%o

-0 3 sin' 2 o,

2 =cos i(-704 sin w-570 -sin 3 a 178 sincw
-3 -0 sin'7 o-O -3 sin 9w),

270 4 sin fo)+- 1O O sin'3O-25 3 I sinw I- 1 12 sin to
-2 2 sin 9w-0 3 sin"I,

from which @, b, c for pole distances increasing by 150 have been

computed (see following table) and plotted in Fig. 3.
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| u 273t 103 | c .

0° 0 0 0 0
15 0 07sin(2K+2vt) - 0' sin(2)-+2v/) -18'6 cos(2.+2vt) 184 sin(2k+-2v)
30 1025 i- 10'1 -37-2 35-6
45 0-50 -o 46'6 -51 9 47-8
6(0 0-75 I ,-120'9 -53-9 50'5
75 0'°3 '-07 2 -35 4 45.4
90 1-00 -247'1 0 4147

1390 The temperature amplitude at the equator has been put equal to 1°

here too in order to facilitate comparison with other examples. But

we obtain with our T velocities of more than 50 m sec and pressure

amplitudes attaining a quarter of the mean pressure. The basic assumption

of our calculation that b, c, E are small does no longer hold. Thus we

should assume for T one hundredth of the above used value so that c, b,

c would be smaller in the same ratio.

Already at the first computation of this wave it had been explained

that the c are large compared to the T because the period is close to that

of a free wave. The period of the westward migrating free wave of the

first kind Type I is 11.94 hours (Part II, Sect. 7) that is very close to

the period of the forced wave of 12 hours. Since the latter migrates

more slowly the pressure maximum coincides with the temperature minimum.

A difference of a few degrees in the mean temperature would have the effect

that pressure and temperature have the same phase because with the same

values of R, v, S, and with T = 266° the period of the free wave is greater

than 12 hours. Near T = 268° it is equal to 12 hours, and for this case

the c of the forced wave would become infinitely large in the inviscid

system, no matter how small T is assumed.
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How these conditions are changed if friction is taken into account

is to be seen from Example 4.

Because of a new publication I am forced to mention again

the objections which have been raised against Laplace's

determination of constants in the tidal problem. I am adding

this remark to Example 3 which requires the same calculations

as the problem in question. The same calculation had been

carried out earlier in the 1890 paper and is published with

this paper in a collection of articles by Prof. Cleveland Abbe

under the title "The mechanics of the earth's atmosphere,"

Smithsonian Misc. Coll. Washington 1891 (distributed 1893).

Abbe refers on that occasion to another paper in this

collection, written by Ferrel, which casts doubts on the correct-

ness of Laplace's method.

In the first place one must emphasize that Ferrel himself

ties the convergence of his series to the restriction that

3 > 6 (his 3 is our K). This condition by itself characterizes 1391

the calculation as meaningless, since the problem to calculate

the forced oscillation must admit, for each positive value of 3,

a solution; only one specific solution which does not allow to

choose a coefficient arbitrarily.

One circumstance which makes it very difficult to be brief

in demonstrating the error (K1 = 0) in Ferrel's assumption

is the character of the differential equation with which he

starts: it is valid only in the special case that twice the

period of vibration equals the period of rotation of the spheroid,
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in our notation (for k = 0) q = 1. However, the developments

given here permit one to compute the wave, no matter what the

values of n and v are. Now, the simplest case - which is also

to be checked most easily by direct computation - is that of the

non-rotating spherical shell v = 0, thus also q = 0. For this

case one obtains when h 2, Z Z... = 0, N2 = 2.3.4 - z

therefore

2. 4. CA 2 C. C2
^i- ̂ ,_6 ~2 -6

and from these equations exactly the same as was derived directly

for the non-rotating shell in Sect. 6 of the 1890 paper. -, Airy's

and Ferrel's objection is directed against the manner in which

the apparently undetermined first coefficient of Laplace is

computed. In the development chosen here it is the coefficient

a which remains apparently undetermined for h = 2 in the

equations (2) and is later found by the continued fraction

calculation. For the non-rotating shell the fraction becomes

finite, and the same result is obtained with this calculation

as can be derived by another simple method.

It is possible to misunderstand the method of continued

fractions as long as it is applied to a special problem with

particular numerical values of the constants. But doubts

concerning the correctness of Laplace's method disappear

when one surveys the whole group of problems which can be

dealt with by this method. One sees then how the results are

continuously modified with the transition from a shell at rest
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to one rotating at first slowly and then faster and faster,

and how the waves in and against the direction of rotation

deviate in the expected sense from waves in the non-rotating

shell (the proof for this behavior is found in Part II).

Observing this behavior of the solution one cannot doubt the

correctness of the procedure.

In addition nothing better could be cited to refute Ferrel's

calculation than the explanation of Laplace's method given a

long time ago by Lord Kelvin (Phil. Mag. 1875, [4], 50).

On this occasion I must also reply to a remark in the

preface of Abbe's collection referred to above, namely that no

contradiction exists between the analytical results of Lord

Rayleigh (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1890) and my own results; the

difference consists alone in the fact that the English

physicist confines himself to the calculation of the waves in the

shell at rest while I have extended my calculation to the

rotating shell.

Example 4. Forced wave of the second class with friction. 1392

Period 12 hours.

Size, rotational period, and temperature of the shell are the same

as before, and the constant of friction

as was assumed in Example 2. It is then

r=V(-i), q=0 -8+iOA. z=10 94(-)
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The pressure wave and the wind system forced by the temperature wave

-=73-sin2 w.sin(2X)+2vt)
273

are to be computed according to the formulae developed above. We give

merely the values for £, b, c for pole distances increasing by 15° which

have been used in Fig. 4.

: m , 273r 10' 8 b c

0 ( 0 sin(2 X -2 t 0 cos(2 --2 vt 0 sin (2X+ 2 vt
+ 9 6) +99°6) - 80°4)

15 0(-07sin(2' +2vW) 0 25..' -+t11'9 0 32... -+99 3 0 32. . . - 810

30 0-25 0 998... +18-2 0 63... +98-7 062... - 83 1

45 0-50 2 15.... +28-3 0-85... +-98 4 0-83 . - 86-9

60 0'75 3 -66.. +38-3 086... +983 0 93... - 92 9

75 0-93 5 06 . -- 45'7 0-56... -+-983 0 89... -1007

90 1 00sin (2-+-2v) 5-66 sin(2 )+42 vt O cos(2 +2v 0 87 sin (2 -+2 vt
-48 7) -+98 5) -1043)

The pressure amplitudes here are very much reduced compared to those

of the inviscid system; at the equator they are only twice as large as

those for the analogous wave of the first class with the same value of

the frictional constant. The situation is similar with regard to the

velocities.

In Fig. 4 (as in Fig. 2) only the maxima and minima of the

temperature wave are plotted. The maximum of the pressure wave leads

at the equator that of the temperature by 24.3° (1 hour 37 minutes);

more correctly it follows the T-minimum by 65.7°. To see this it should

be noted that at Z = 0 the c-maximum coincides with the T minimum, while
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with increasing k the 8-maximum falls farther and farther behind the 1393

T-minimum until it coincides with the T-maximum at 9 = 0, in the same

manner as it happens in the pipe for V < v/R-T. If D denotes the amplitude

3
of 10 E at the equator and A the angular distance there between the

maxima of £ and T (the former west of the second) then for

1.... 0 ' .' 0 , o

D .. 247 9-3 5 .7 3-
A... .... 900 3942 2403 0

The wind system of Fig. 4 is opposite to Buys-Ballot's rule while

that of Fig. 2 follows the rule. If one remembers the difference between

the westward migrating waves of the first and second kind one-will

recognize that also in this respect the forced wave of the first class

is related to a free wave of the second kind, while the forced wave of

the second class is related to a free wave of the first kind.

If the forced wave is known, and if one knows of the forcing wave

only that it has the same phase at all latitudes one can immediately

recognize from the pattern of the former whether a strong frictional

influence is present. In this case the oscillation at the equator leads

that at higher latitudes. Now in the regular part of the semidiurnal

wave on the earth the phase is nearly equal at all latitudes. This fact

shows that friction has a minor significance in these motions. Von

Helmholtz has shown that the influence of viscosity is small in the case

of large-scale fluid motions. However, in the vicinity of the surface

friction will cause a displacement of the wind system with respect to the

pressure system.
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On the relations between the diurnal variation of the wind and the

pressure. In the examples and figures presented here the connection between

wind and pressure waves has been made clear. If waves are assumed whose

1394 amplitude depends on the latitude only and whose cyclic period is one day

the states which occur at a given point during the course of the day are

equal to those which at a given time exist around the whole circumference

of a latitude circle.

The relations between pressure and wind in the diurnal wave permit a

still more general overview; we confine ourselves to a system without

friction.

If one lets k = 0 and for the diurnal wave c = E(w) sin (X + Vt),

b = (X) cos (X + vt), c = Q(w) sin (X + Vt), and if E is given p and 4

are determined by the equations of motion alone as follows:

dE E E dE-- - 2 cosoX . - 2 cos -
RT dw sin o0 R Tsin w do
v 1-cos 14 cos cos 2

E(w) must satisfy certain conditions for d and ¢ to remain finite

everywhere; at the poles it must be E = 0, at the pole distances 60° and

120° the numerator in the expressions for { and ¢ must tend to zero

simultaneously with the denominator. This would not be possible if E and

dE/dw had the same sign everywhere in the Northern Hemisphere, for instance,

if E were positive and increased steadily from the pole to the equator.

In a symmetrical wave it is p = 0 and dE/dw = 0 at the equator, hence

¢ is negative if E is positive. Assume that q be positive and ¢ negative

between a pole distance I in the Northern Hemisphere and the equator.

Further suppose that in this latitude zone the highest surface pressure

of the diurnal wave occurs at 6 a.m. Then the following sequence occurs

in this latitude zone:
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6 a.m. noon 6 p.m. midnight

press. max mean press. press. min. mean press.

eastwind southwind westwind northwind

In the Southern Hemisphere the meridional winds are opposite, the

zonal wind unchanged for a symmetrical wave.

(Example 1 has negative p and at higher latitudes positive 4i hence 1395

in the vicinity of the equator in the Northern Hemisphere the wind sequence

is east, north, west, south, at higher latitudes west, north, east, south.

Example 2 (friction) has the last named sequence everywhere, but with the

maximum of the westwind occurring much later than the pressure maximum.)

The same relation between q, i, and E still holds very approximately

if one has to deal not as here with a thin gaseous shell, but with a free

atmosphere. The reason is that the vertical velocity is very small

compared to the horizontal component, the ratio of the respective

amplitudes is of the same order of magnitude as that between the socalled

height of the homogeneous atmosphere and the earth's radius. If at a

higher level the diurnal course of the pressure is opposite to that at the

ground the diurnal wind variation may also be opposite aloft.

For the semidiurnal wave it has again been assumed that g = 0 and

-= E(o) sin (2X9-2/), b = ((ow) cos (2 42 v/),

c (= f(o) sin (2 kX+2 ,1)

dE 2E 2E dE.
-+COS- .o 4_ COS --

RT dw sinw RT sino + dw
- 2v5 sin.s ' ' 2 S sin2

If E increases from the pole to the equator and if the maximum of £ occurs

at 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. the following sequence of pressure and wind

direction occurs everywhere in the Northern Hemisphere:
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10 a.m. 1 p.m. 4 p.m. 7 p.m. 10 p.m.

press. max. mean press. press. min. mean press. press. max.

eastwind southwind westwind northwind eastwind

and so on.

In a symmetrical wave the meridional winds vanish at the equator and

have an amplitude maximum in midlatitudes. The strongest wind velocities

are 0.2 to 0.3 m sec if the pressure amplitude at the equator is

1/760, at 45° latitude 0.3/760 of the mean pressure.

1396 All this has been derived for the semidiurnal wave only under the

assumption that it is excited by a temperature wave. If it were generated

by a periodic force with the potential W it would be necessary to replace

E by E-W/RT in the equations for $ and i. But if the period of the

forced wave is very nearly equal to that of a free wave E is large

compared to W/RT, and the relation of the wind system to the pressure

distribution remains the same as before.
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Appendix I

Equations of Motion of a Mass Point in a Rotating Level Surface

The equations of motion of a point of mass 1 have the following form

in the spherical coordinate system:

aV d2r 'dd . [dt E
cr7- dt-72 - l rt. - rds l n o_ \ d
cV dto drdt /dt]

7 d2 w .drdiw (d\ 2... -- =r .... -/ rcs< i e -
0 rote -,j drcos~ sint bt (- (1)ro d1' dt dt dI

V d2. X' . drd)l do dX \
_-.,- .- r=r sin a) -- -+- 2 sino - - Chr os <o - -

rsin :- rsin- +2sin- dot t dt dt

t is the time, r the radius vector of the point, w its pole distance,

X' the longitude (reckoned eastward). V is the potential of the force

acting on the point. If one wishes to refer the motion to a coordinate

system turning eastward with the constant velocity of rotation V, it is

%' = X + Vt.

cDk' dX
dt adt (2)

where now X denotes the longitude counted eastward from a specific

meridional plane participating in the rotation.

A point which is at rest with reference to the rotating system has

a radial acceleration M 2r sin w and a meridional acceleration

2 1 2 2 2
v r cos w sin w. The forces derived from the potential v = - V r sin W

could keep the point at relative rest in the new system if it is not

affected by another force. The possible free surfaces of a fluid which 1397

remain at rest relative to the rotating coordinate system are given by
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the equation V - v = const if V denotes the potential prevailing in

the fluid.

If now V is a function of r, w, X which does not contain the time

and if one writes

V= Y--- ,r2 sino,3v- Y -- ~-. Lr"e, (3)

Y = const is the equation of the level surfaces. If the relations (2)

and (3) are introduced in the equations (1) it follows that

JY d2 r (jdwc\ ( /d\ 2 . 2 X
-- =y -a- r( -- r sin2 It vr sin· -
or dr di \dt} dt j

a Y d 9 dr do (d\ 2 ' dX
rao = r -o + 2 - - ) -r cos s n s sin dt (4)raw = t2.dt dt - dt'

--rsinm-o rsinw)-- -+2sinw(d +J-- +-v 2rcos( i---I +-v2 /rsinokbx dt jdt dt \dt I

If Y is independent of longitude the last equation gives the theorem

*
of the conservation of angular momentum because in this case

d r2 sin2(X+
t ist t is tlidt dt

If the first equation is multiplied by dr/dt, the second by r dw/dt,

the third by r sin w dX/dt, if the equations are added, and if the sum

is integrated with respect to time one obtains

1 ."dr'. /td'. 22' 2 2d'"2

Y+Const. -- (dt) +r2t +r sin2

The equation leads to the result that the kinetic energy of the

relative motion does not change if the point remains in a rotating level

Literally: the theorem of the conservation of areas in relation to the
axis of rotation (Transl.).
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surface. Y = const. This theorem has been derived by Sprung.

We shall now assume that V1 is the potential of a mass system 1398

connected with the rotating coordinates which has the effect that the

2
level surfaces are spheres. For this purpose one has to assume that

FV = f(r) + v2 r2 sin2 o

In addition other forces whose potential is W are supposed to be acting

on the point.

Then, one has to substitute into the equations (1) or (4),

respectively,

V- f r)- v2 rsin m-+ W
(5)

Y=f(r)+ W

If the point is to remain on a level surface r = S it must be

dr/dt = 0. One has now to deal only with the last two equations of

motion while the first gives the force which the point exerts on the

surface.

Sc =[ S[dt2-- cos ( sin o -- 2 vcos ( sin o d dt

ZTV -Ssid 2X dod A dw (
= sin °' -t2 cosW 2 v cos cos (6)

S sin oX dt2 dt di dt

These equations are in the first instance derived for a spherical

level surface, but they hold also for a spheroidal level surface which

1Meteorolog. Zeitschr. 1890, p. 161.

2
Cp. v. Helmholtz, "Uber Atmospharische Bewegungen." Sitz.-Ber. d.

Berliner Akademie, 1888.
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deviates very little from the spherical form if the pole distance w is

defined as it is customary in geodesy.

The equations of motion of the air in a spheroidal level shell

can easily be derived from equation (6) if it is noted that the pressure

forces

RT 2 RT B

S ~(' Ssinto 1X -

1399 in meridional and zonal directions have to be added. If one lets

b S c S sin o--,
dt' di'

and neglects the terms which are not linear with respect to b, c, and

their derivatives one obtains the equations

a((W-RT-) ab
-7S - 2vcos o.c

a(W--RTs) ac
Ssino- ± Ccoso.b,S sillnmaR V t

We have used these equations partly in this form, partly for W = 0 and

also after adding the frictional terms -kb, -Tic.

Since the derivation given in Sec. 6 of the 1890 paper is not entirely

satisfactory it appeared to be not superfluous to repeat it here in a

complete form.
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Appendix II

Forced Oscillations in a Vertical Air Column and

in an Atmosphere with a Plane or Cylindrical Lower Boundary

A. Vertical Air Column

Let the air be subjected to the constant force of gravity, and let

its temperature T be constant as long as the air is at rest. Air motion

may be generated when the T changes into the variable T (1+r). The

differential equations for vertical air motion are if T is a small

fraction

^-8 = R T '_ ) a_. a-t-a f v= O
(1)

(Equations (3) of the 1890 paper for u = 0 and a = g/(RT); a height

of the homogeneous atmosphere at the temperature T.)

After elimination of w an equation is obtained between the relative

excess pressure £ and the given T.

B.2 Be 1£ B-L 2 2oo
aZ-a a-RT wa - RT (2) 1400

c and w can now be determined completely if the motion at a time to

(initial state) and the boundary conditions for two values of z are known.

But if T has the form of a time-periodic function

r F(z) sin nt,

only those terms interest us in the expressions for £ and w which arise

because of the forced heating and which therefore have the same period as T.

They will assume the forms
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= E(z) sin nt, W(z) cos nt

Other terms serve only to represent motions which can also take place

at constant temperature. If they are ignored it is also unnecessary

to know the initial state.

Instead of the partial differential equation (2) one has now the

ordinary one for E

d2E dE n2 dF
- + ~ E-E- c--a F+ -F,

dZ2cdZ RT - dz RT (3)

From this equation E can be found except for two undetermined constants

K1 , K2 which serve to satisfy the boundary conditions. If one writes

E(z) - EF(z)K+ K,e'+K 2 0ez,

' -2--V -4R T' '+ 4 R T'

then

RT( dEN
n dz

EF (z) is the particular integral of (3), taken without undetermined

constant which vanishes with vanishing F. The two other terms on

the right-hand side of (4) belong to a free oscillation of the vertical

air column (discussed by Lord Rayleigh).

1401 If one writes

F Ae-r',
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it follows that

E = Be- ±+K ez- +K 2 e ",

W = (tA + , B) e-7z-e, Kt¥-,2 K, e} I,

-- (T4 +a) + 2
RT ?+

B= -- A, aA+B A.
) RT T(a)+ '

For the determination of the constants K1, K2 two boundary conditions

are needed; we require as the first one that the vertical velocity is

zero ac the ground. For a free column there would be no second condition

completely free of objection. Therefore we shall assume a column

which at a very great height Z has a horizontal boundary. Hence it is

for

z = 0, W = 0 and for z = Z, = 0 .

Thus one finds that

.aA+yB z3- Ze-Z ' A+TB eaZ-e-eZ

T f b.Zme ' s e Z-e '

The formulae become much simpler and easier to interpret if one

takes into account the magnitudes of the various quantities. If one

assumes the force of gravity equal to that on the earth, further dry

air at temperature 273° and a period of heating of one day,
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10333.9 806
g = 9 806m. sec- 2 , RT= 10 93 = 78365m2 .sec-2,

R' = a = 000001251m-', = v = sec-'
RT 24.60.60

Then

= - 10-14 .6'7 .m- 23 2= 10-8 . 57.m-2 ,
R-T

2 21402 thus V /(RT) is very small compared to a , or also to ya if y is

assumed to be of the same order of magnitude as a. Hence one has with

a very high degree of approximation

B = a A A, as RAT = "

Further, since 32 is very large compared to g1

KI =-A, K=0 O

Then the solution of the equations (1) assumes - confining ourselves to

values of z which are small against Z - the following form

r Ac-r sin '4t:

- A((l--T))sinvt, hw =- A(1\-e-) cosw V (5)

According to equations (5) the pressure change at the ground is zero.

At the height z it is equal to that which would occur in a free column

because of the heating T if the static state would be re-established, or

equal to the excess pressure which is caused by the air mass lifted

above the level z. With a slow oscillation the validity of the barometric

formula is so closely maintained that the deviations are far below the

values accessible to observation.
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We may therefore attempt to derive a solution based on the

assumption that the barometric formula holds exactly, as in the state of

rest; the vertical velocity can be found from the equation of continuity.

We introduce instead of the equations (1) the following ones:

Cscz
___ -Mr - 0,~

^c.

s r 0iv - 0.
bjt t + z

If one assumes again

- Ae-~ sin vt,

if follows that

- ( - -- A e-:' + Ca) sin vt,

/ v
- Ae-1z C, + Cle°= cos vt.

If one now requires that the air mass in the column remains unchanged,

hence the surface pressure constant, and that the vertical velocity at

the ground is zero, that is

at z = 0 , £ = 0 and w = 0

('I -- A

- A (i - e-)'; silln v,

, - 0,

v -- A(l -e- -) cos vt.
7

(5 )

This equation is in our terminology the barometric formula. It follows

from the usual formula (p pressure, T temperature at rest, functions of

height) if one replaces T by T(1+T) and p by p(l+c) in

1d = _g
p dz RT

neglecting squares of T and c.
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One obtains the same solution as in (5).

The computation remains the same here as before, except 31 has

been immediately replaced by zero, f2 by a:; further no conditions need

to be introduced for an undetermined, large height Z. Thus we are also

relieved of the restriction which we had to make previously concerning

the region of validity of the solution. [The solution (5) holds for the

whole column if one replaces the condition w = 0 for z = Z by another

one, namely that for very large z the velocity must not become infinite..

In the lower part of the column the motion remains the same in both

cases.]

The displacement of an air particle from the mean position is

Y-v. v 1dt= A(l -se-z) sin vt.

In the following table which has been computed with

T= 273°, = -273, ' =47

1404 one-has a compilation of the largest values of £, p£, w, y for various.

altitudes.

ean Temp. Relative Absolute
Height press. amplitude Press. amplitude Largest

[p] [273°T] max [C] max [p£] max Velocity Elevation

-1
O m 760 5° 0 0 0 Om sec 0 m

1000 686.3 3.033 0.00180 1.24 0.00105 14.4

2000 591.9 1.839 289 1.71 168 23.1

4000 1 461.0 0.677 396 1.83 230 31.6

8000 279.6 0.092 450 1.26 261 35.9

10000 l 102.9 0.002 458 0.47 266 36.6

0o 0 0 458 0 266 36.6________ ~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~i________________-------
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The pressure at the ground has been assumed as 760.

The pressure oscillation behaves completely differently in a vertical

column of height H whose upper end opens into the free atmosphere. If

the air is at rest at greater distances from the column one has the

following boundary conditions for the determination of the motion inside

the pipe

=0, w - 0; z- =H, =0.

With these conditions one computes the constants C1 and C2 of the

equations (4 ) and obtains between 0 and H

v Ae-.z sin t:

-. =- -A (e-W--e- H ) sin vt (6
T-- ; (6)

w -A (e [ l-- H]e--e -+e - ) cost \

The relative pressure amplitude at the surface

-A. (-e-H)

is larger the higher the open column, other things being equal. The 1405

pressure minimum occurs simultaneously with the temperature maximum.

One may compare the air in a deeply eroded valley with the air in

our vertical pipe and can easily compute the variations which the

diurnal and semidiurnal pressure variations experience in alpine valleys.

Assume that at the location of the column at the height H of the free

atmosphere the relative pressure vibration is given by

(;) Dt sin (vt+t-])+D sin (vt+4s )

The second term should obviously have the factor 2 before vt (Transl.).
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and that a temperature variation according to the equation

- A e-', . sin (vt+ 1 )+A-,e-4-: sin(2vt+ Z2 ).

is taking place in the column. Then the pressure vibration within the

column (or the narrow valley) is

s = D, sin (vt-+,)- A, A(e-Tz-e- 11H) sin (vt+±,)
(1

+ o sin (2vt+ 2)--
A-A (e-';- e-- zH) sin (2 vt+-^).

As an example we compute the pressure oscillation at the bottom of

the column with the following data, the time being reckoned from midnight:

$
z=0, H=1000, D =0, A-=3 =-arc210°,A273'

0'$ 1D = 6 t70 = arc 150 °, A 23 2 = arc 30°,
2 7602' 273

T1 T=4a, a-l =8000.

Thus at the height of 1000 m only a semi-diurnal pressure oscillation

is assumed whose maximum occurs at 10 a.m. and p.m.; at the bottom of

the column we have a diurnal temperature oscillation with amplitude 5°,

maximum at 4 p.m. and a semidiurnal temperature oscillation with

amplitude 1°, maximum at 2 a.m. and p.m., finally the vertical decrease

of the temperature amplitudes as in the previous example.

The resulting pressure variation at the ground is

760- = 1-37 sin (vt+ arc 30)+0 497 sin (2^vt+ arc 178°5).

h
The maximum of the diurnal term occurs at 4 a.m., at the same time

as the corresponding temperature minimum, the maximum of the semi-diurnal
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h m
term is reached at 9 3 , almost an hour earlier than aloft outside the

column.

If the mean pressure at the ground is 760 the diurnal pressure

oscillation generated only by the temperature oscillation has the amplitude

1.37; the semi-diurnal one is produced by the interference of two

hoscillations. One of these has the amplitude 0.3 and its maximum at 10,

hwhile the amplitude of the other is 0.274 with a maximum at 8 .hwhile the amplitude of the other is 0.274 with a maximum at 8
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B. Progressive Wave in an Atmosphere with Plane or Cylindrical Lower

Boundary

It is assumed the temperature T of the air at rest is constant every-

where, and that it then changes into T(l+r) where

-- Ae-~ sin (mx + nt),

so that a temperature wave with vertically decreasing amplitude is

wandering in the direction -x.

For the computation of the pressure wave connected with this temper-

ature wave, and of the horizontal and vertical velocities, u and w

respectively, one has to start from the equations (3) of the 1890 paper.

But if the period and wave length are very large one may make use of

the experience gained in the preceding section, namely that the barometric

formula remains valid with sufficient accuracy for slowly vibrating

systems. Thus one may replace one of the equations (3) of the 1890 paper

with the barometric formula. One has

^S =0, -RT Z (

-- +- -a , -- w _ 0.
at a t + w -O.

1407 If one writes additionally

s = E(z) sin (mx + nt), u =- U(z) sin (mx+ nt),

v - W(z) cos (mx+nt),

it follows from the first and second expression that

E -- Ae - - + C,, U- -RT-E,
and from the third, if, for brevity,

and from the third, if, for brevity,
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int
c -RT-

-=-I -- c) A e-iz + l--c) C, + C1e=.

The constants C1 and C2 are to be determined by means of suitable

conditions. If the vertical velocity is not to increase indefinitely

with z it must be

C =0
2

From the condition w = 0 for z = 0 it follows that

C, + + 1- )

The complete solution of equations (1) is accordingly

t = Ae--; sin (tnx+nt):

+a I-- - ( 1--c ( ) sin(x+).

mRT
n=-RT-- v- (2)

tv -^ A- --- c)(--e-1-) cos (mx+ntl)
' '. 7-+a /

These are the same values of e, u, w as are obtained if one introduces

instead of the first of the differential equations (1) the equation of

motion

a_ =- RT(a-- a-) 1408

2 2 2
as long as n /(RT) - m may be neglected against a (compare §4 and 5

of the 1890 paper). This is without doubt permitted if it is assumed

that the period is one day, n = v, the wave length the circumference of

-1
the earth's equator, m = S. Then, one has with T = 273°,

On the right-hand side of this equation a factor A is omitted (Transl.).
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2 -14 2 -14 2 -8 -2
/(RT) = 10 6.75, m = 10 2.47, a = 10 1.57 [m ].

The relative excess pressure at a height z is the sum of two terms

E = O + z

a1 C
o = A . -C sin (mx+nt),

+ +t ' 1--c

8: = A -- (e- T=) sin (mx+nt);

The first term gives the relative excess pressure at the ground, the

second that excess pressure which would arise in an infinitely high

vertical column at the level z because of the temperature increase TT.

Thus p6 is the weight of that air mass which has been lifted within
z

the column of cross section 1 by the temperature increase T.T above the

level z.

(This does not hold only for the special form of the temperature

wave which has been assumed here but quite generally if the barometric

formula remains valid. If

-=F(z) sin [mx+nt+ ?i(z)]

and if in E only the terms belonging to the forced progressing wave are

considered it follows from Te/3z = aT that

= E sin (mx +nt+-r) +o :adz

The first part of the right-hand side gives the pressure wave at the

surface (F0, n constants), the other one the contribution 6 .)

If temperature waves of the same period and length, but with unequal

1409 phases migrate at different levels, the T-wave of each layer generates an
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E-wave in the whole atmosphere, and the pressure wave at a height z is

the sum of the forced waves.

It suffices to consider a T wave which has a constant amplitude A

between zl and z2; the temperature remains unchanged at all levels below

Z1 and above z2; at the boundaries of the layers the temperature changes

discontinuously. The pressure and the product of the density times

the vertical velocity must remain continuous; since the products of and

w can be neglected compared to the linear terms the last condition is

equal to the requirement that w is a continuous function of z. One has

to deal with three solutions of equation (1), one for each layer.

Before we compile these solutions we note the solution for the case

A sin (snx+nt): .

- = (AILZ+h) sin (mx. +nt), u = -RT-- (2a

I -- -[-cA(I - c)(Acaz+K)+K 2el-] cos (mx+nst)

One verifies easily that these equations change into the solution

obtained from (2) when y = 0, provided that in (2a) the conditions are

introduced that w remains finite for z = oo and w = 0 for z = 0.

We apply now the formulae (2a) to the three layers of our previously

described problem and have if

E(z) sin (mx+nt), Iv = W(z) cos (mx+nt),

from z = 0 to zl

T =O. E=-K, W_=-[(1-c)K+h K2et;

from z to z2:
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= _A sin (mx+ni), E' = Az-+K[,

V' =- [-cA+ (1 -c) (Aaz + KI) + K a
2 ];

from z2 to c:

" =O, E= Kl,0~ rtt~~1 W" --- (1-c) K'.

K" is put equal to zero according to the condition that the vertical
2

velocity must not grow indefinitely with elevation. For the determination

of the other five constants one has equally many equations

for

for

for

z

z

z

= 0

=zl
Z1

= z- 2

W=0 O

E = E'

E' = E' ,

W = W

W' = W"

From these one obtains

C
-- A 1--- (e~' -e-n)j

A progressive temperature wave

r =A sin (mx+nt)

confined to the layer z1 to z2 generates a pressure wave which has, at

the surface (and up to the level Zl), the value:

^ A e (e-azt -e-s) sin (mx-+nt).

If c = 1, that is if the velocity of propagation of the temperature
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wave n/m is equal to that of a free isothermal wave VRT, one finds that

C and u are infinitely large. For a forced wave progressing through

the atmosphere the critical velocity of propagation has the same value

as that in a thin layer of constant density. It is important to note

this fact for the applications which we shall want to make of the earlier

computations. We may assume without carrying out the computations for

an atmosphere rotating with the earth that the cyclic period of free

waves in such a shell of air of constant mean temperature is nearly equal

to the cyclic period of analogous waves in a thin rotating level shell of

the same temperature.

1
The last example was calculated with regard to Hann's hypothesis 1411

that the heating of the upper air layers by absorption of solar radiation

is the cause of the semi-diurnal pressure variation. Under the assumption

that a regular daily temperature change takes place in a high layer this

change may be represented by the sum of westward traveling waves with

periods of 24, 12, ... hours; the amplitudes depend on the declination

of the sun and the pole distance of the location; one could compute the

forced pressure wave by a calculation similar to the one leading the

equation (3), but for the rotating spheroidal atmosphere. However, the

result may be anticipated with the aid of the calculations undertaken so

far. For the diurnal wave the factor corresponding to c/(l-c) is small,

the surface pressure wave is insignificant if the temperature amplitude

is not very large and if the heated layer is high; but for the semi-

diurnal wave c is very close to 1, the pressure wave has a large

amplitude in relation to the corresponding temperature wave.

lBemerkungen zur taglichen Oscillation des Barometers. Sitzungsber.
Vol. 93 (1886).
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To this extent the assumption would be plausible. A more accurate

foundation would require that the temperature variation of the upper

layers can be calculated; if one were to find that the maximum or minimum

of the semi-diurnal temperature term occurs at 10 hours as the semi-

diurnal pressure maximum the hypothesis would have good support. The

annual variation of the pressure amplitude - maxima at the equinoxes,

minima at the solstices - could be attributed to the fact that the

amplitudes of the symmetrical part of the temperature wave (that is

the part symmetrical to the equator) is larger during the first named

seasons than during the others. The antisymmetrical pressure wave has

again a different c and therefore relatively small amplitudes.

All these calculations are valid just as much for an atmosphere

1412 on a cyclindrical as on a plane surface provided that the radius S of

-1
the cylinder is large compared to a , the height of the homogeneous

atmosphere. Further one has to assume that the air motions take place

only in the direction of longitude X and altitude z and are independent

of latitude. Then the differential equations (1) hold in which x is

replaced by S.X.

We note for later use the formulae which follow from (2) if one

introduces there j*X instead of mox and writes

RT
2 S2

so that c = j.h.
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A 4e-T sin (j +tt)':

+ l h +j(1- ) sin(j .

ARdT 2>+xl-h + 7 (}-e-^j sin (ik+"t) (4)it -- - + --f + - ( 1- e-( ) sin(jk+nt)

IV, A ( _ ( -e-;+) cos (jX+nt).

The values j = 1, n = v belong to a diurnal, j = 2, n = 2v to a

semi-diurnal wave in the cylindrical atmosphere.

C. Summary of the Observations of the Diurnal Barometer Oscillation

on the Earth

That part of the daily pressure variation which is represented by

a simple vibration of the period of 24 hours has, apart from many regional

irregularities, some almost regular characteristics which are found

everywhere - coastal zones, narrow valleys, and bowls excepted.

In the tropics as well as in mid-latitudes the surface pressure 1413

maximum belonging to this oscillation occurs at 6 a.m. If one may assume

that the daily variation of the air pressure in the free atmosphere at

heights of 1700 to 3000 m is nearly equal to that on mountain tops of the

same elevation, one can also say that the amplitude decreases at first

with the height, becomes zero at around 1500 m, increases from there with

elevation, while the phase is displaced half a period against its surface

value. At altitudes above 1500 m the maximum occurs at 6 p.m.

Let 0 denote the apparent local time reckoned from midnight, 27/v

the length of the day and write for the relative excess pressure

1Hann, Untersuchungen uber die tagliche Oscillation des Barometers.

Denkschr. kaiserl. Akad. Wien 1889. Angot,Etude sur la marche diurne

du barometre. Ann. Bureau Cent. Mlttorol. f. 1887. Paris 1890.

Hann, Weitere Untersuchungen etc., Denksch. Wien 1892.
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-E(z) sin v,

Then according to the quoted observations E is steadily increasing with z,

E(z) is negative from zero to 1500 m, approx.,

E(z) is positive for greater elevations.

The amplitude is not only a function of the altitude, but also

of longitude and latitude, however a very irregular function with regard

to these coordinates. One can say only that the value of E at the surface

in continental areas between the equator and 50° latitude lies between

0.5/760 and 1/760, but does not exceed 0.3/760 over the ocean.

One concludes from the following observations that the diurnal

pressure wave is an effect of the daily temperature wave: The amplitudes

are under otherwise equal conditions smaller over the ocean than over

the continents, smaller in winter than in summer, and ,smaller on overcast

than on clear days, completely corresponding to the temperature amplitudes.

Only one part of the daily temperature wave, namely the 24-hourly oscillation

can be linked up with the diurnal pressure wave; this follows from the

general rule that the forced vibration has the same period as the exciting

cause.

The diurnal temperature oscillation has its maximum at 3 p.m. at the

1414 surface, on mountain tops during the first afternoon hours. It is highly

probable that the diurnal temperature variation in the free atmosphere at

heights even as low as 1000 m to 3000 m is widely different from that on

mountains of equal height. One concludes this from the observation quoted

earlier, namely that attains the largest positive value at 6 p.m.
d Z
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Consequently the maximum of T must also be reached at the same time -

according to the equation AT = - . Accordingly it is suspected that

the daily temperature variation observed at the ground holds only for a

layer of small height, but that at greater elevations the temperature

maximum takes place at 6 p.m.

Thus, if it is assumed that the daily course of the pressure in

the free atmosphere is well represented by the observations on mountain

tops it follows that the daily temperature variation on the summits is

quite different from that at equal height above level ground.

For brevity it will be assumed that the diurnal temperature oscillation

has the same phase at all heights and a maximum at 6 p.m.,

F(z) sin (,4 + );

F positive everywhere. If further the local time 9 is replaced by the

time t of the zero meridian counted from midnight, ' = t+X/v, the corresponding

values of the 24-hourly temperature and pressure variation are

-. F(z) sin (FX\+'t+;) F positive

= E(z)sin (Xt-4-v4-r) E negative below 1500 m,

there zero, higher up positive.

In F and E only the height dependence is emphasized, although both

functions depend also on longitude and latitude.

hiann, Weitere Untersuchungen lo.c.
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If these formulae which represent the phenomena in general correctly

are to be compared with the results of the foregoing calculations attention

need to be given only to E (the surface value of E) since the variation

1415 of E with the height can be immediately calculated from T by means of

the barometric formula.

In a cylindrical atmosphere one finds, if F is a function of height

alone and positive everywhere, that E is also positive provided that
0

RT
75 <.

If one puts S equal to the earth's radius it is

RT_ 1

7AS2 2 733

The maximum of the pressure at the surface coincides with the

temperature maximum. The same is true if the radius of the latitude

circle 30° is substituted for S.

The calculation has been performed earlier for a thin rotating

spheroidal shell; F was assumed as a function of latitude. It was found

that E and F have the same sign if the motion is free of friction; on

each parallel of latitude the 8-maximum and T-maximum coincide.

Assume that in a free spheroidal atmosphere a progressive

temperature wave of the form

= F(z, (o) sin (X-+vt+-)

exists where F is a function of latitude and height and is positive every-

where. Then it can be anticipated with certainty that in the excited

pressure wave
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A - E(Z, w) Sin (X+vt±+-)

E must be positive everywhere, including the earth's surface. On the

other hand one might suspect according to the many existing observations

that on a uniform earth the £ maximum and the T-minimum coincide at the

ground. Because, noticing how predominantly the £ -maximum of the diurnal

wave occurs at 6 a.m. at the earth's surface one is inclined to regard it

as very probable that conditions would be the same on a uniform earth,

free of irregular weather phenomena.

But this conjecture turns out to be completely unjustified. 1416

In reality no large area exists on the earth where F is a function

of latitude and height alone; instead it is because of the distribution

of land and water, the irregularity of the land surface and of the cloud

cover also a function of longitude, and moreover one with very different

values in neighboring locations: It appears then as if in each small

area on each day a different standing temperature oscillation were

taking place, independent of the temperature oscillations at greater

distances.

One has now the problem to compute the £ oscillation belonging to

T oscillations on an island if the T amplitude is constant on the island,,

zero everywhere else.

We shall solve this problem for a cylindrical earth on which the

island has the form of a strip parallel to the axis: the zero meridian

is pagsing through the middle of the strip, and the temperature amplitude

is different from zero only between -X and XA The longitudinal extent
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2 1S of the strip is assumed to be large compared to a , the height of

the homogeneous atmosphere, but small compared to the circumference of

the cylinder 2rrS.

D. Standing Oscillations in a Small Part of the Cylindrical Atmosphere

If the temperature oscillation is given in the form

Ae-Tz.f(X) sin vy (1)

f(X) can be represented by a periodic function in order to reduce the

problem of finding £, u, V, w to one which has already been solved

previously.

Let

f(X) = 1 from -X1 to XA

f(X) = 0 from -7T to -X1 and from XA to iT

1
1417 Then f may be replaced by a series f(X) = a + al cos X + a2 cos 2 X

+ ... + a. cos j X + ...

aj =- Cf(X) cosjX.dA =-a cosj.X.d 2 sinjX,

which represents the function everywhere completely, except at points of

discontinuity. One has now T as a sum in which we consider particularly

the term

y = Ae-~z. aj cosj. sin vt

To this term belong
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= A ) +a Ij2h (1-e- i~z)aj cosj sin vt,

1RT +.a e j s
= - A S | + I i r7 +-( 1-e- ); jaj sin , c o s t,

w/- A (1 _ aj2h)( -- e-r;)a cosj. cosvt.

For j = 0 one has to add everywhere on the right-hand side the

factor 1/2. These equations result from (4) in Section B if one adds to

them those equations in which j is replaced by-j; further one has to

replace A by Aaj, n by v so that

RT

In the same way in which T is composed of the T. the corresponding

c is the sum of all £j, u = zu., w = Ew..

The development is subject to certain restrictions. In the first

place one must exclude the case that h is the inverse of the square of

an integer j. Second, one notices that vibrations of small wave length

belong to very large j. For these our calculations are not valid because

2 .2 -2
they were made under the assumption that m or j S is very small

2 7
compared to a . This assumption is still valid when 2fS = 4.10 m,

for j = 100, but no longer for j = 1000. Further, the expression for c 1418

could become discontinuous, and the series for u, w divergent, if the

three series are extended to infinity.
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All difficulties, except the restriction applying to h can be

avoided if one writes

S

f(X) =- a+ V aj cosjX (2)

where a. is determined as before, but where s is sufficiently large to

achieve that f(X) is only insignificantly different from 1 between -X

and X and very closely zero outside this domain. In the vicinity of

the boundaries a rapid, but continuous transition takes place. (The

smaller X1' the slower the convergence of the series, and the larger s

must be chosen.)

The finite series for £ will now also be continuous in the whole

domain. If one writes again £ = E sin Vt and notes that

j2h- 1
l-j 2 h l_-j h-1

one obtains

E [A * ( - cosjX)+ - a-f(X) +A1-- (oe-z)f(X),

1 AI 2 sin jX
- o-- a-, a - -. -

If X is very small a /2 and every a. are very small. But in the

2sum which has to be computed here a. appears divided by 1 - j h; therefore

only a few terms which belong to the first integers j have an influence

on the value of the expression in brackets.

S

1i)= ,2 4 I- .(jcos-j2

If h is equal or very nearly equal to the inverse square of an integer
j, one would have to compute the corresponding s. allowing for friction.
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is then small for each X, and in the domain -1 to A1 (the boundaries

excepted) small compared to f(X) which has the value 1 there. 1419

[We shall illustrate that by an example. Assumed that A1 = arc 7.5°

longitudinal extent of the strip 15°, f(X) very close to 1 between -7°

and 7°, very close to zero between - and -8° and between 8° and T.

Then the s in the series for f(X) would have to be chosen very large,

at least s = 100. But it is not the series for f(X) which is needed,

but rather the series for p which is determined by the first twelve

terms with sufficient accuracy. It is P(0) = 0.1 for h = 1/2. The

smaller A1, the smaller 4(0) will be.]

One may almost put down as a first approximation

s(E)t = h-- e at e )

thus at the surface (E) is negative, at greater heights positive.

If

e- _A-': sin (vt* +), 'r constant

over a small interval of longitude, at its boundaries rapidly tending

to zero, and in the remainder of the domain T = 0, then more accurately

- -- = 4 --, + -_ (1e-z) sin(v4t+) (3)

inside the strip, and very close to zero outside. P is a function of

longitude, only slightly smaller than 1 inside the strip.

The following table shows for some altitudes the values of the

temperature and pressure amplitudes (TT and pE) in the center of the

strip, the pressure amplitudes having been computed with p = 1 and

with p = 0.9. The constants used are
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.3 1
T=273°, A=-32; 73 8000' 10= 800 [m'].

Thus a very rapid decrease of the temperature amplitude with the

altitude is assumed. The mean pressure at the surface is chosen as 760,

and n is chosen so that the temperature maximum occurs at 6 p.m. With p

= 1 the change of the sign of E occurs at 1916 m, with p = 0.9 at 1362 m.

Temp. Pressure ampl | Time of
1420 Height ampl. (I, p = 1) (II, p = 0.9) Temp. max Press. max

0 3° (-) 0.759 (-) 0.683 6 p.m. 6 a.m.

1000 m 0.86 (-) 0.140 (-) 0.079 6 p.m. 6 a.m.

2000 m 0.25 0.0057 0.065 6 p.m. 6 p.m.

4000 m 0.02 0.0427 0.091 6 p.m. 6 p.m.

8000 m 0.001 0.0279 0.056 6 p.m. 6 p.m.

The phenomena of the diurnal pressure variation can thus be derived

from the assumption: In small areas diurnal temperature oscillations

take place independent of each other whose amplitudes decrease rapidly

with altitude and whose maxima occur at 6 p.m.

Instead of the standing temperature oscillation one could also

assume a wave which progresses over a small longitude interval

- A.f(, z) sin (Xk+^t+),

where f would be determined in a similar manner as before. One would

then obtain a pressure wave progressing across the strip. The amplitude

of this pressure wave in the middle of the strip will not deviate greatly

from the one computed previously.
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The semi-diurnal temperature oscillation of the lower layers will

also excite locally irregular pressure vibrations, in a similar manner

as the diurnal temperature oscillations. The amplitudes of these 12-hourly

pressure oscillations are in the same ratio smaller than the amplitudes

of the 24-hourly pressure oscillations as the analogous temperature

variations if the y is to be taken the same in both cases. The

irregular vibrations interfere with those of a regular wave. Angot,

in the paper referred to, has made the attempt to separate the parts of

the observed semi-diurnal wave.
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Legends of Figures

Fig. 1 Westward wandering temperature wave in the rotating shell.

Cyclic period 24 hours. Forced pressure wave of the first class

for inviscid motion.

Fig. 2 Temperature wave as in Fig. 1. Forced pressure wave with

friction (Z 1 = 3.82 hours).

Fig. 3 Westward wandering temperature double wave in the rotating shell.

Forced pressure wave of the second class for inviscid motion.

Period of oscillation 12 hours.

Fig. 4 Temperature wave as in Fig. 3. Forced pressure wave with

friction (k =3.82 hours).
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